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The Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) provides a methodology in Chapter 9 to

estimate the capacity and level of service at a signalized intersection as a fimction of the traffic

characteristics and the signal timing. At traffic-actuated intersections, the signal timing

changes fi^om cycle to cycle in re^onse to traffic demand. An accurate prediction of average

phase times and cycle length is required to assess the performance ofintersections controlled

by traffic-actuated signals. The current technique in Appendix II ofHCM Chapter 9 for this

purpose has not been well accepted. > .
"

This dissertation describes a more comprehensive methodology and a more

satisfactory analytical model to predict traffic-actuated signal timing for both isolated and

coordinated modes. The proposed methodology and model have been verified by simulation

augmented by Umited field studies. The results are very encouraging with respect to their
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general reliability and their compatibility with the current HCM Chapter 9 structure. The

techniques developed in this study would provide an in^ortant contribution to the

methodology oftraffic engineering for traffic-actuated signal timing prediction and improve

the analytical treatment oftraffic-actuated control in the HCM Chapter 9.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The concepts of capacity and level of service (LOS) are central to the analysis of a

signalized intersection. Level of service is e>q)ressed as a letter grade from A through F that

describes the qiiality ofperformance ofa signaUzed intersection from the driver's perspective.

It is evahiated based on the average stopped delay per vehicle for various movements within

the intersection. The 1985 Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) [1] prescribes a methodology

in Chapter 9 (Signalized Intersections) to estunate the LOS as a frmction of the traffic

characteristics and the signal timing.

Intersection traffic control is characterized as "pretimed" if a predetermined timing

plan is repeated cycUcally or "traffic-actuated" ifthe operation varies from cycle to cycle in

response to information from traffic detectors on the roadway. Pretimed control is usually

appropriate for constant traffic demand, while traffic-actuated control is better suited to

variable traffic demand. Pretimed control is much easier to analyze, but traffic-actuated

control offers more in the way ofperformance to the motorist.

Whether an isolated actuated controlled intersection or a set of coordinated actuated

intersections, the operational performance largely depends on traffic patterns and the actuated

controller parameters to be discussed in this dissertation. A well-designed actuated control

plan that responds appropriately to traffic demand can significantly reduce delay and fixel

1
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consaimption. More advanced forms of adaptive traffic control strategies were introduced

recently, but the traffic-actuated control concepts still play a very important role today.

Because of its superiority, traffic-actuated control has become the predominant mode

throughout the U.S.A. in spite of its analytical complexity. -:

Many traffic-related measures at a signahzed intersection, such as intersection

capacity, vehicle delay and queue length, are determined by the phase times and cycle length.

For traffic-actuated control, the phase tunes and correspondmg cycle length vary from cycle

to cycle in response to the traffic demand. Therefore, it becomes desirable to predict the

average phase times and cycle length for traffic-actuated control vMch are the main mputs j . \

in the procedure contained in the HCM Chapter 9 for the confutation of intersection capacity

and vehicle delay.

Inq)rovement ofthe analytical treatment oftraffic-actuated control presented in the

HCM Chapter 9 is the subject of this dissertation. An enhanced analytical model will be

proposed and tested.

Problem Statement

Capacity and delay are two major measures of effectiveness for the analysis of a

signalized intersection. The procedure contained in Chapter 9 ofthe HCM is used ahnost as

a standard to estimate the intersection capacity and vehicle delay. For traffic-actuated

operation, accurate estimates ofintersection capacity and vehicle delay must rely on accurate

estimates ofthe signal timing. However, the primary technique, presented m an appendix to

HCM Chapter 9, to predict the signal tuning for traffic-actuated operation has been the

subject ofmuch criticism m the hterature [2, 3, 4, 5, 6].
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This technique is based on the simple assun^tion that a traflSc-actuated controller will

maintain a high degree of saturation (95% in the HCM Chapter 9 procedure) on the critical

approach to each phase. It does not consider any controller parameter that influences the

signal timing in field. This has created many questions in the literatiu-e regarding the vaUdity

ofthe assunq)tion and the simplistic nature ofthe technique. Therefore, the main deficiency

ofthe technique in the appendix to HCM Chapter 9 comes fi-om in^roper analytical treatment

of traffic-actuated control.

Some anafytical work has been done on estimating individual phase lengths for traffic-

actuated operation [2, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10], but a method for treating the entire phase sequence,

given a ^edfied set oftraffic volumes, controller parameters and detector placements, does

not exist. Simulation is currently the most reliable method for determining the signal timing

Simulation is a powerfiil tool, but its appUcation is best suited to situations that do not lend

themselves to analytical treatment. Furthermore, the signal timing prediction based on

simulation is time consuming.

Therefore, the development of a practical analytical technique to predict traffic-

actuated signal timing is very desirable. Such a technique would provide an important

contribution to the methodology oftraffic engineering and improve the analytical treatment

oftraffic-actuated control in the HCM Chapter 9. .
' v'"^'

In this case, there are three major questions with the development of the traffic-

actuated signal timing prediction modei The first question is whether the model can improve

the analytical treatment oftraffic-actuated control in the HCM Chapter 9 procedure on signal

timing prediction. The proposed methodology must be in a form that can be incorporated



into theHCM Chapter 9 procedure. The second one is vi^ether the model can treat the entire

phase sequence for a specified set of traffic voliunes, actuated controller parameters,

intersection configuration and detector placements. The third question is whether the model

can accurately and quickly predict the signal timing for traffic-actuated operation.

Objectives

The signal timing ofa traflSc-actuated signal will vary from cycle to cycle in response

to traffic demand. The goal ofthis research is to develop an analytical model to accurately

predict the average signal timing for traffic-actuated intersection for both isolated and

coordinated modes. Although performance measures (delay, stops, queue length, fiiel

consunqjtion, etc.) are sensitive to actuated controller parameters, it is necessary to note that

this study does not include the development of an optimization methodology ofthe actuated

controller parameters. The specific objectives ofthe research are stated as follows:

"

1. Review the Uterature that deals with the subject of traffic-actuated control,

particularly related to signal timing prediction and vehicle delay estimation.

2. Develop a model to unprove the analytical treatment oftraffic-actuated control

in the HCM Chapter 9 on signal timing prediction and present the methodology

in a form that may be incorporated into the HCM Chapter 9 procedure.

3. Assure that the developed analytical model can predict the average phase times

and corresponding cycle length for a specified set of traffic vohmies, controller

settings, intersection configuration and detector placements.

4. Test and evaluate the analytical model using simulation and limited field data to

assess its accuracy and feasibility ofimplementation.
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Orgatiizatinn

This dissertation includes seven chapters that are devoted to developing an analytical

model to predict the signal timing for traflfic-actuated control. The first chapter provides a

general introduction to the dissertation topic, problem statement and research objectives.

The next two chapters describe the development ofthe proposed analytical modeL

Chapter 2 presents the background knowledge required for the analytical model development

and a preUminary model that deals with protected movements fi-om exclusive lanes only.

Chapter 3 extends the methodology developed in Chapter 2 to include shared lanes, permitted

left turns and compound left turn protections (permitted plus protected phasing and protected

plus permitted phasing).

The implementation ofthe proposed analytical model and procediu^e in a computer

program to predict traflSc-actuated signal tuning is addressed in Chapter 4. The

con:^utational process ofthis program is also presented.

The comparisons ofpredicted phase times between the proposed analytical model and

simulation and field data are presented m Chapter 5. An intensive evaluation is also made on

the conq)arison ofvehicular arrivals at the stophne produced by simulation and the proposed

analytical model.

Chapter 6 presents several refinements of the proposed analytical model to achieve

a stronger capability on the phase tune prediction. Uniform delay formulations developed in

this study for traffic-actuated control are shown m the appendix. The final conclusions and

recommendations are stated in Chapter 7.



CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

Introduction

There has been a substantial amount ofresearch conducted on traffic-actuated control

\^1uch provides essential information for traffic-actuated operating characteristics and signal

timing prediction. This chapter first reviews past and current research on the traffic-actuated

control followed by the presentation of a preliminary model structure ofphase time prediction

for fiilly-actuated operation. Each traffic control concept or theory that has contributed to

the model development is addressed separately. Next, two simulation models, TRAF-

NETSIM (NETSIM) and EVIPAS, vMch have been adopted by this study as evaluation tools

for the proposed analytical model, are introduced. Finally, a preliminary consideration of

signal timing prediction for semi-actuated traffic signal coordination is described. Further

model development and implementation for traffic-actuated signal timing prediction will be

mostly based on the backgroimd knowledge presented in this chapter. '
, .

Literature Review

Traffic-actuated control has been used since in the early 1930s. Whether an isolated

actuated controlled intersection or a set ofcoordinated actuated intersections, the operational

performance is largely determined by the traffic arrival patterns and actuated controller

parameters. The arrival patterns refers to the arrival headway distributions. The basic

t^'V.
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actuated controller parameters include the minimum green time, maximum green time and

allowable gap settings (vehicle interval or unit extension). A well-designed actuated control

plan that re^onds appropriately to traffic demand can significantly reduce delay and fuel

consumption. Therefore, shortly after actuated signal control was first introduced,

researchers began to study the influence oftraffic arrival pattems and departure characteristics

at a signalized intersection with traffic-actuated control. Many researchers also focused on

the optimization of controller settings, detector placement, and the relationship among them

Recently, some researdiers began to develop models to predict traffic-actuated signal tunmg

for the purpose ofmore accurate capacity computation and delay estimation.

Review ofpast and current research is an area \^Wch definitely merits attention. There

has been a substantial amoimt of research conducted on traffic-actuated control which will

contribute to this dissertation.

llie development ofa traffic-actuated signal timing prediction model is the subject of

this study. Thus, the major enq)hasis ofthis literature review is on the traffic-actuated control

that particularly is related to operation characteristics, vehicle arrival headway distributions

and signal timing prediction models. The procedure contained in the HCM Chapter 9 is used

almost as a standard to analyze signahzed intersection capacity and level of service, so the

literature review also covers the methodology for both capacity conq}utation and delay

estimation. One item that needs to be reviewed carefiilly is a new program called EVIPAS.

The EVIPAS model is an optimization program which is able to analyze and determine the

optimal settings of controller parameters for traffic-actuated control. The results of the

^^c':*^ testing efforts on EVIPAS are report in this chapter.
— x'



The main topics ofthe Uterature review include

• TraflBc-actuated control definitions;

• Warrants for traffic-actuated control;

• Benefits and operating considerations for traffic-actuated control;

• Effects of coordination and phase-skipping for traffic-actuated control;

• Late-night, low-volume operation of coordinated actuated systems;

• Evaluation oftraffic-actuated control by simulation;

• Prediction ofphase times and cycle length for traffic-actuated control;

• Delay models for traffic-actuated control;

• SignaUzed intersection capacity models for traffic-actuated control; and

• Overview and evaluation of "Enhancement of the Value Iteration Program for

Actuated Signals" (EVIPAS).

Traffic-actuated Control Definitions

Three basic forms oftraffic control: pretimed, fiilly-actuated and semi-actuated were

mentioned by Orcutt [1 1] in 1975. He indicated that pretimed control was used primarily in

the Central Business District (CBD) area, especially where a network of signals must be

coordinated. He defined actuated signals in terms ofequipment that responds to actual traffic

demand ofone or more movements as registered by detectors. If all movements are detected,

the operation is referred to as "fiilly-actuated." Ifdetectors are installed for some, but not all,

traffic movements, the term "semi-actuated" is appUed. Orcutt suggested fiilly-actuated

control should normally be used at isolated intersections.
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Precise definitions of the basic controller types were described by the National

Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) standards [12] in 1976. According to the

NEMA standards, the basic controllers include pretimed, semi-actuated, fiilly-actuated

without volume-density featiu-es, and fiilly-actuated with volume-density features. In the

remainder of this dissertation, fiiUy-actuated without volume-density featm^es will be just

called fiilly-actuated control, and fiilly-actuated with volume-density features will be called

volume-density control.

Warrants for TrafiSc-actuated Control

Warrants for selecting traflSc control modes, which are very usefiil for practicing

engineers, have been researched since the early 1960s. Studies of delay at actuated signals

have been made for the purpose of evaluating warrants for this type of control on the basis

of the mformation in the 1961 edition of the Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices

(MUTCD). This information was e}q)anded by the Texas Department of Highways and

Public Transportation into a graphical format. The graphical relationships were studied in

1971 by Vodrazka, Lee and Haenel [13], who concluded that they provide good guideUnes

for selecting actuated equipment for locations where traffic volumes do not warrant pretimed

signals. The current edition ofthe MUTCD stops short ofnumerical warrants for choosing

between pretuned and traffic-actuated control, but it does suggest certain quaUtative

conditions under which traffic-actuated control should be unplemented.

Benefits and Operating Considerations for Traffic-actuated Control

In 1967, Gerlough and Wagner [14] began to compare pretimed control eflFectiveness

Avith volume-density control. They found that traffic-actuated control at higher traffic
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vohimes degraded performance. One ofthe problems cited for volume-density control was ;

that the diiration ofgreen for each phase was dependent on the estimated queue length at the

beginning ofthe phase. DiflBculties with queue length estimation made this type of control

less eflFective.

Long-loop presence detection operates by producing a vehicle call for the duration

of time that the vehicle is over the detector. This is as opposed to the mode of small-area

detector operation in which the detector outputs a pulse of less than 0. 1 seconds when the - -

vehicle is first detected. TMs latter mode of operation is known as passage, pulse or count

detection. The long-loop presence detector with fiilly-actuated controllers in a mode known

as lane-occupancy control or loop-occupancy control (LOC). LOC operation occurs when

the controller is programmed for an initial green interval of zero. Extensions are set either

to zero or to a very low value. There is no need for a non-zero initial interval or minimum

green time because the long loops continuously register the presence of any vehicles that are

waiting, causing the controller to extend the green until the entire queue is discharged. The

result is a signal operation that responds rapidly to changes in traffic flow.

In 1970, Bang and Nilsson [15] compared LOC operation with small area detector

(pulse detector) operation. They concluded that delay was reduced 10 percent and stops by %

:

6 percent under the same traffic conditions with LOC. In 1975, Cribbins and Meyer [16]

compared pulse and presence detectors. They concluded that the longer the length ofthe

presence detector on the major approach to the intersection, the longer the delay. They also

concluded that the highest mtersection travel time values occurred when either long-loop

presence or pulse detectors were used on both major and minor approaches. The intersection
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travel time was defined here as the average time it takes a vehicle to pass through an

intersection, whether it is stopped or slowed.

Numerous theoretical studies on traffic signal timing were conducted between 1958

and 1970. The theoretical work onpretimed control by Webster [17] m 1958 and Miller [18]

in 1963 has been appUed to the confutation ofoptimum cycle lengths as a fimction ofvehicle

arrival rates. It has also been used for evaluatmg vehicle delay, mtersection capacity,

probability of stops and so on. These results were also well vahdated through the comparison

offield data. In 1969, Newell [19] and Newell and Osuma [20] ejq)anded the body oftheory

by developing relationships for mean vehicle delay with both pretimed and actuated control

at intersections ofone-way streets and mtersections oftwo-way streets, respectively. Newell

[19] demonstrated that the average delay per vehicle for an actuated signal is less than that

of a pretimed signal by a factor of about three for intersections of one-way streets. Osuma

[20] considered intersections oftwo-way streets without turning vehicles. For the particular

traffic-actuated poUcy wiiich holds the green until the queue has been discharged, the traffic-

actuated control will not perform as well as pretimed control under the following two

conditions: 1) flows are nearly equal on both approaches of a given phase and 2) the

intersection is nearly satiu^ated.

In 1976, Staunton [21] summarized the work ofnumerous signal control researchers.

In his paper, the comparisons of delay produced by pretuned control and actuated control,

as a fimction ofvehicle vohmies, were presented. Staunton demonstrated that fiilly-actuated

control with 2.5-sec extensions will always be better than the best form ofpretimed operation,

given optimum settings for all volumes. Longer values for the extensions can easily degrade
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actuated control performance. His conclusions were based on simulation, but the details of

the detector configuration were not specified. In view ofthe 2.5-sec extension time, short

or passage detectors were probably used in his study. The performance estimates from

Staunton were supported by Bang [22].

hi 1981, TamoflFand Parsonson [23] compiled an extensive hterature review on the

selection ofthe most appropriate form oftraffic control for an individual intersection. Three

complementary approaches were used to evaluate controller effectiveness: 1) field data

collection using observers to manually measure vehicle volumes, stops and delay; 2)

sunulation using the NETSIM model developed by the Federal Highway Administration

(FHWA) to evahiate control system performance; and 3) analytical techniques developed by

the research team and other agencies. The general conclusions from their extensive hterature

review were as follows:

1. Pretimed controllers operate most effectively when the shortest possible cycle

length is used subject to the constraints ofproviding adequate intersection capacity

and minimum green times for pedestrians and vehicle clearance intervals.

2. The delay produced by fiiDy-actuated controllers is extremely sensitive to the value

ofthe extension that is used. In general, shorter extensions reduce vehicle delay.

3. For small area detectors (motion or pulse detectors), at low and moderate volimies

when extensions of two or three seconds are employed, the use of the fiilly-

actuated controllers will reduce delays and stops over those which can be achieved

usmg pretimed controllers. When high traffic volumes occur both on the main

street and on the side street causing the controller to extend the green time to the



maximum on all phases, the folly-actuated controller will perform as a pretimed

controller, producing comparable measures ofvehicle flow.

4. The relative efiectiveness ofthe various control alternatives depends on the quaUty

of the signal timing employed. A poorly timed actuated controller will degrade

traffic performance to as great an extent as a poorly timed pretimed controller.

Through the detailed evaluation ofcontroller performance, the conclusions by Tamofif

and Parsonson [23] are described as follows: semi-actuated controllers produce a higher level

of stops and delays for all traffic conditions than either the folly-actuated or pretimed

controllers. However, for side street traffic volimaes that are less than 20 percent ofmain

street vohunes, there is an msignificant difference between semi-actuated and folly-actuated

controller effectiveness. Fully-actuated controllers produce significant benefits when used in

an eight-phase and dual-ring configuration over that which would be possible with a four-

phase pretimed controller.

From the simulation results on small area detectors for folly-actuated control, the

location of 150 ft produced a level ofperformance far superior for a 3-sec vehicle interval to

that ofcloser detectors for the approach ^eed of 35 mph. Tamoff and Parsonson concluded

that it is appropriate to locate the detector such that the travel time is equal to the extension

time. It was also concluded that for volumes in excess of 450 vehicles per hour per lane,

additional in5)rovement can be realized through the use ofthe added initial feature ofvolume-

density controller for an approach of 35 n^h or higher.

They indicated that fiuther modest gains in performance for folly-actuated control

were possible with the use of long loops and short (or zero) initial and extension settings.



This application was found to produce a performance similar to a 2-sec extension time with

a diort loop. From the simulation results, they concluded that LOC was more effective than

pulse detection over a wide range oftrafl&c volumes. LOC offered the fiuther advantage not

reflected by the simulation results of screening out false calls caused by vehicles approaching

but not traveling through the intersection.

Voliune-density controllers provide the greatest benefit at intersections with high

approach speeds where a detector setback in excess of 125 ft fi^om the intersection requires

a variable initial green time. Tamoff and Parsonson found that the variable initial and gap

reduction options ofthe vohmie-density control did not improve the controller's performance

over that of a fiilly-actuated controller unless the option is used to reduce the vehicle

extension to a value that is less than the one used for the fully-actuated controller. Thus, if

the vohmie-density controller is timed to provide a 3-sec passage time and a 2-sec minimuTn

allowable gap, its performance will be superior to that of a fiilly-actuated controller with a

constant 3-sec allowable gap. Noted that the above simulation results given by Tamoff and

Parsonson do not properly account for the problem ofpremature termination ofgreen due to

the variation in queue discharge headways that occur imder normal operating conditions.

In 1985, Lm [24] studied the optimal timing settings and detector lengths for fiilly-

actuated signals operating m presence mode using the RAPID simulation model. He

suggested the optimal maxhmun green for hoixrly flow patterns with a peaking hour factor of

1.0 was about 10 seconds longer than the corresponding optimal greens with a peaking hour

fector of0.85, and the optimal maxnnum green was approximately 80 percent longer than the

corresponding optimal greens. This resuk was similar to the 1.5 times pretimed spUt
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suggested by Kell and Fullerton [25]. Lin indicated that optimal vehicle intervals were a

fimction ofdetector length and flow rate. For detectors 30 ,50 and 80 ft long, the use of 2-

sec, 1-sec and 0-sec vehicle intervals can lead to the best signal performance over a wide

range of operating conditions, respectively. The use ofvehicle intervals greater than zero

second for detectors 80 ft or longer is not desirable unless the combined critical flow at an

intersection exceeds 1,400 vph.

In order to improve the VIPAS model, a new optimization algorithm and a new

intersection simulation were designed and programmed. The original VIPAS traffic

characteristics and vehicle generation routines were combined with these new models to

create the enhanced version called EVIPAS. In 1987, Bullen, Hummon, Bryer and Nekmat

[26] developed EVIPAS, a conputer model for the optimal design of a traffic-actuated signaL

The EVIPAS model was designed to analyze and optimize a wide range of intersection,

phasing, and controller characteristics of an isolated, fidly-actuated traffic signal. It can

evaluate ahnost any phasing combination available in a two to eight-phase NEMA type

controller and sfamlar phasing structures for a Type 170 controller. The model has been field

tested and vahdated.

In 1987, Messer and Chang [27] conducted field studies to evaluate four types of

basic fiilly-actuated signal control systems operating at three diamond interchanges. Two

signal phasing strategies were tested: a) three-phase and b) four-phase with two overlap.

Two small-loop (point) detection patterns (single- and multi-point) were evaluated for each

type ofphasing. They concluded that 1) single-point detection was the most cost-efiective

three-phase design; and 2) multi-point detection was the more delay-eflFective foiu^-phase
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configuration. Four-phase control characteristically operates a longer cycle length than the

three-phase for a given traffic vohime. This feature may produce higher average delays unless

the cycle increase is controlled to the extent that the internal progression featiu-es of four-

phase control can overcome this deficiency.

In 1989, Courage and Luh [28] developed guidehnes for determining the traffic-

actuated signal control parameters which would produce the optimal operation identified by

SOAP84. They also evaluated the existing signal control parameters on an individual traffic-

actuated signal. The significant conclusions are summarized as follows:

Under low volumes, the maximum green settings have little or no effect on the

performance of actuated signal controllers. Under moderate volumes, shorter maximimi

greens increase the average delay considerably. Longer maximum greens, however, have no

significant eflFect on delay. Under high volumes, the maxunum green settings become more

iir^ortant. There is a setting which minimizes average delay. Other settings with longer or

shorter maximum greens will produce more average delays. The optimal maxunum green

setting can be achieved by running SOAP under actuated control with an optimal saturation

level set in the BEGIN card. They indicated that the settings that are optimal at some tune

may not be appropriate in other times of day.

The value of 0.95, which is the default value used in SOAP actuated control, was

suggested for multi-phase operation and a slightly higher saturation level may be desirable for

two-phase operation. For approaches with a reasonably even distribution of traffic volume

by lane, settings of4.0, 2.0 and 1.4 seconds were recommended by the study for one, two and

three lanes as the best values for unit extension, respectively.

. .^%i
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In the same year, Bullen [29] used the EVIPAS simulation and optimization model

to analyze traffic-actuated traffic signals. The variables studied were detector type, detector

placement, minimum green time and vehicle interval. The evaluation criterion was minimum

average vehicle delay. The study diowed that the optimum design of a traffic-actuated signal

was specific for some variables but relatively imafFected by others. The design was critical

only for high traffic volimies. At low volumes, vehicle delay is relatively unaffected by the

de^gn parameters studied in his paper. The most critical variable Bullen found was vehicle

interval, particularly for passage detectors, where it should be at least 4.0 seconds regardless

ofdetector placement and approach speed. This conclusion somewhat contradicts previous

study results. However, it should be noted that the EVIPAS model used by Bullen considered

variable queue discharge headways.

Detector configuration is essential to the success of actuated control. Kell and

Fullerton [30] in their second edition ofthe Manual ofTraffic Signal Design in 1991 indicated

the small area detector might ideally be located three or four seconds oftravel tune back fi-om

the intersection, with the allowable gap set accordingly. Sunilar principles were proposed in

previous research by TamoflFand Parsonson. Kell and Fullerton also indicated that, in some

states, the detectors setback were determined on the safe stoppmg distance. The main

purpose is to avoid the dilemma zone in which a vehicle can neither pass through the

intersection nor stop before the stopline. For long loop detectors, they indicated the concept

ofloop occupancy can provide good operation when vehicle platoons are well formed. The

use ofseveral smaller loops instead of one long loop was suggested to solve the problem of

random vehicles causing excessive green.

^'',
:
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In 1993, Bonneson and McCoy [31] proposed a methodology for evaluating traffic

detector designs. They indicated that the safety and efficiency of a traffic detector design can

be determined by the probabiUty ofmax-out and the amount oftime spent waiting for gap-out

and the subsequent phase change. The stopline detector and advance loop detector with

presence and pulse mode were discussed, respectively. The methodology presented by

Bonneson and McCoy determined the optimal combination of design elements in terms of

safety (via faifrequent max-out) and operations (via a short waiting time for phase change).

The design elements included detector location, detector length, vehicle speed, passage time

settings, and call extension setting). They concluded a large maximum allowable headway

will have an adverse effect on performance by increasing the max-out probabihty and the

length ofwait for phase change.

Effects ofCoordination and Phase Skipping for Traffic-actuated Control

hi 1986, Jovanis and Gregor [32] studied the coordination of actuated arterial traffic

signal systems. In the past, all optimization methods required that each actuated signal be

converted to its nearest equivalent pretimed unit. Using bandwidth maximization as a starting

point, a new procedure was developed by Jovanis and Gregor that specifically accounts for

actuated timing flexibiUty. Yield points and force oflfs at non-critical signals are adjusted so

they just touch the edges of the through-band while critical signals are unmodified. This

method was applied to a data set describing midday traffic conditions on an urban arterial

system of six signals in central lUinois. Simulation was used to evaluate these signal timings

and corq)are them with corre^onding pretimed aftematives. They were surprised to find out

that pretimed, coordinated control appeared superior in general to actuated coordinated
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control in this e>q)eriment. They also concluded that the level of service of side streets was

much more important for pretimed than actuated strategies.

In 1989, Courage and Wallace [33] developed the guideUnes for implementing

conq)uterized timiag designs from computer programs such as PASSER II, TRANSYT-7F

and AAP in arterial traffic control systems. The coordination of a group oftraffic-actuated

signals must be provided by some form of supervision which is synchronized to a background

cycle length with q)lits and ofl&ets superimposed. Both external and mtemal coordination of

the local controllers were addressed.

This report focused on the external coordination of traffic signal controllers.

Permissive periods were introduced to indicate the time interval following the yield point

during vsWch the controller is allowed to yield to cross street demand. Ifthe computed spUts

are longer than the minimum phase times, it might be possible to estabUsh a permissive period

without fiirther sacrifice or conq)romise on the rest of the sequence. The methodology of

computing permissive periods was mtroduced. The effect ofphase-skippmg due to lack of

traffic demand was also presented. The Timing Implementation Method for Actuated

Coordinated Systems (TIMACS) program was developed to perform the conq)utations of

permissive periods.

Since most previous studies were more specific to certain geometric and phasing

combinations, the quahtative and quantitative evaluation methodology for coordinated

actuated control needed to be fully investigated. In 1994, Chang and Koothrappally [34]

designed a field study to demonstrate the operational effectiveness of usmg coordinated,

actuated control They conchided 1) there was significant improvement, based on both delay
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and niunber of stops, between the semi-actuated control, fully-actuated, and pretimed

coordinated timing during the study; 2) there were no significant differences in performance

among all the semi-actuated operations as long as the progression-based signal coordination

timing was developed correctly; and 3) the use of longer backgroimd cycle lengths generally

caused fewer arterial stops. However, it would generate much higher overall system delays.

Late-night, Low-volume Operation of Coordinated Actuated SysteTn.s

Coordinating the timing of adjacent signals to promote progressive traflBc movement

was recognized as one ofthe most effective means for reducing vehicular stops, delay, fiiel

consumption and exhaust emissions. Early efforts on the subject of signal control always

indicated the need to interconnect signals into a single system and to work toward maximizing

progressive movement during peak periods.

hi 1990, Luh and Courage [35] evaluated the late-night traflBc signal control strategies

for arterial systems. They stated that late-night, low-volume arterial signal control involved

a trade-off between the motorists on the artery and those on the cross street. The

conventional measures of effectiveness such as stops, delay, and fiiel consumption were not

appropriate for evaluating this trade-off. Luh and Courage proposed a methodology to

choose between coordination and fi-ee operation on arterial roadways controlled by semi-

actuated signals when traflBc is hght. The choice was made on the basis of a disutihty function

that was a combination of the number of stops on the artery and the average cross-street

waiting time. The results indicated that this method provides a promising tool for late-night

arterial signal control.
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Evaluation of TraflSc-actuated Control by Simulation

Simulation modeling has become an extremely important approach to analyzing

complex systems. After 1980, more and more simulation modeling was used in traffic

operations. In 1984, Lin and Percy [36] investigated the interactions between queuing

vehicles and detectors for actuated controls, which govern the initiation, extension, and

termination ofa green diu-ation. They emphasized that a model used in the simulation analysis

should be caUbrated in terms of observed characteristics such as queue discharge headway,

arrival headway, the relationship between the arrival tune of a queuing vehicle and the

departure time of its leadmg vehicle, the number of queuing vehicles in a defined area at the

onset of a green duration, and the dwell tune of a vehicle on the detection area. They also

indicated, under a presence control, the chance for premature termination of a green duration

increases w^ien detector lengths are shortened and a detector length oflonger than 80 ft can

eflfectively ehminate the premature termination. Using long detectors, however, results in

longer dwell times and may reduce control efficiency.

Lin and Shen [37] also iadicated that the modeling ofthe vehicle-detector interactions

shoidd take into account the stochastic aspects of queuing in relation to detectors. The use

of average characteristics of departure headway could result in underestimates or

overestimates ofthe probabilities ofpremature termination ofthe green.

Later, Lin [38] evaluated the queue dissipation simulation models for analysis of

presence-mode fiilly-actuated signal control. The queue dissipation models used in the

NETSIM program and the VIPAS program were evaluated. He indicated that both models

were capable ofproducing reaUstic departures of queuing vehicles fi-om the detector area.
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The models were rather weak, however, m representing other aspects of vehicle-detector

interactions. A major weakness ofthe model in NETSIM was that the simulated movements

of queuing vehicles have httle to do with the discharge times generated separately from a

probabihty distribution. The weakness ofVIPAS was that the Pitt car-followmg model used

in VIPAS did not provide a flexible model structure for caUbration. Therefore, the outputs

of the model could not be made to conform easily and simultaneously with observed

departure, arrival and dwell characteristics of queuing vehicles.

In 1988, Chang and Wilhams [39] investigated the assumption that independent

vehicle arrivals at traffic signals, such as in the Poisson distribution, have been widely used

for modeUng delay at urban intersections. The study introduced an effective yet economic

approach to estimate the degree ofcorrelation among arriving vehicles under given conditions

and geometric characteristics. With the proposed technique, traflSc professionals can easily

determine if the existing delay formulas and other traffic simulation models based on the

Poisson distribution are apphcable.

The presence of high variabihty in traffic simulation results often leads to concern

about their reliabiUty, and consequently precludes a rigorous evaluation ofthe target traffic

system's performance under various control strategies. In 1990, Chang and Kanaan [40]

presented the variabihty assessment for NETSIM. The batch-means method, which allows

the user to assess the variability ofparameters, such as the average delay per vehicle, through

a single relative long run, was introduced. This study provided a good contribution to traffic

sunulation users, given the large expenditures on computer sunulation.
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Prediction ofPhase Times and Cycle Length for TrafiSc-actuated Control

Traffic-related phenomena at a signalized intersection, such as lane capacity, delay and

queue length are influenced by the green times (or phase tunes) and cycle length. For traffic-

actuated control, green spUt and cycle length fluctuate with respect to the traffic demand.

Consequentty, it becomes desirable to predict the average phases times and cycle length. The

phase time is equal to the green tune displayed plus intergreen time (clearance interval or

duration ofyellow plus all-red).

hi 1982, Lin [7] began to develop a model to estimate the average phase duration for

folly-actuated signals. The model was developed primarily on the basis of probabihstic

mteractions between traffic flows and the control. He assumed the arrival at the upstream

side ofan intersection would be at random, so the arrival pattern in each lane was represented

by a Poisson distribution. Later, Lin and Mazdeyasna [8] developed delay models for semi-

actuated and foJly-actuated controls that employ motion detectors and sequential phasing.

These models were based on a modified version of Webster's formula. The modifications

included the use of average cycle length, average green time, and two coefficients of

sensitivity reflecting the degree of delay sensitivity to a given combination of traffic and

control conditions. In 1992, Lin [2] proposed an unproved method for estunating average

cycle lengths and green intervals for semi-actuated signal operations as mentioned before.

In 1994, AkfeUk [9, 10] proposed an analytical methodology for the estimation of

green tunes and cycle length for traffic-actuated signals based on the bimched e7q>onential

distribution of arrival headway. The discussions m his papers were Umited to the operation

ofa basic actuated controller that used passage detectors and a fixed allowable gap settmg.
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Both fully-actuated and semi-actuated control cases were studied. A discussion of arrival

headway distributions was presented since the estimation of arrival headways is flindamental

to the modeling of actuated signal timings. The formulae were derived to estimate the green

times and cycle length based on the bunched exponential distribution of arrival headway.

The bunched arrival model was proposed by Cowan [41] and used extensively by

Troutbeck [42, 43, 44, 45, 46, 47] for estimating capacity and performance ofroundabouts

and other unsignahzed intersections. The bunched arrival model considers that the bunched

relationship between vehicles increases when the flow arrival rate increases. Since the

bunched arrival model appears to be more representative of real-life arrival patterns in

general, Ak9ehk used this arrival model for deriving various formulae for the analysis of

traffic-actuated signal operations. The random arrival model which uses negative exponential

or shift negative exponential distribution of arrival headway can be derived as a special case

ofthe bunched arrival model through simpUfying assumptions about bunching characteristics

ofthe arrival stream The methods given in his papers provide essential faiformation (average

green times and cycle length) for predicting the performance characteristics (capacity, degree

of saturation, delay, queue length and stopped rate) ofintersections.

Delay Models for TraflSc-actuated Control

With the increase ofcomputer software, the comparison of diflFerent traffic programs

for pretimed and actuated controls became intuitively appeahng. In 1974, Nemeth and

Mekemson [48] compared the delay and fiiel consumption between deterministic Signal

Operations Analysis Package (SOAP79) and the microscope and stochastic >}ETSIM

simulation for pretimed and actuated controls. They indicated that in terms of delay
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prediction, SOAP79 and NETSIM were found to be entirely compatible except for the

difference in delay definitions.

In 1988, Ak9elik [49] evaluated the 1985 HCM [1] delay formula for signalized

intersections. He stated that the HCM formula predicted higher delays for oversaturated

conditions. An alternative equation to the HCM formula was proposed. This formula gave

values close to the HCM formula for degrees of saturation less than 1.0, and at the same tune,

was similar to the Australian, Canadian and TRANSYT formulas m producmg a delay curve

asymptotic to the deterministic delay line for a degree of saturation greater than 1.0.

The signalized intersection methodology presented in the 1985 HCM [1] introduced

a new delay model. Lin [3] evaluated the delay estimated by the HCM with field observed

delay in 1989. Some inconsistency existed in the delay estimation between the HCM resuhs

and field observation. He suggested improving the progression adjustment in the HCM

procedure and using a reliable method to estimate average cycle lengths and green durations

for traflSc-actuated signal operations.

In 1989, Hagen and Courage [50] compared the HCM [1] delay computations with

those performed by the SOAP84 and TRANSYT-7F Release 5. The paper focused on the

effect of the degree of satiation, the peak-hoiu- factor, the period length on delay

computations and the treatment of left turns opposed by oncoming traffic. They indicated

that all of the models agreed closely at volume level below the satwation point. When

conditions became oversaturated, the models diverged; however, they could be made to agree

by the proper choice of parameters. The computed saturation flow rates for left turns

opposed by oncoming traffic also agreed closely. However, the treatment ofprotected plus
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permitted left turns produced substantial diflFerences. It was concluded that neither SOAP nor

HCM treats this case adequately.

A delay model was recommended in the HCM [1] for level-of-service analysis at

signalized intersections. The use ofthis model for the evaluation of traffic-actuated signal

operations required the knowledge of the average green times and cycle length associated

with the signal operation being analyzed. Since the method suggested in the HCM to estimate

delay of traffic-actuated signal operations was not reHable, Lin [2] proposed an improved

method for estimatmg average green times and cycle length in 1990. The method was

appropriate for semi-actuated signal operations. Lin stated that the method was suflficientty

single and reliable. ReaHstic examples were used to illustrate the appUcation ofthe method.

hi 1993, Li, Rouphail and Ak9ehk [4] presented an approach for estimating overflow

delays for lane groups under traffic-actuated control using the 1985 HCM [1] delay model

format. The signal timing used m the delay model was from a cycle-by-cycle simulation

model. This study was Umited, however, to two-phase single-lane conditions. The results

mdicated that the signal timings are much related to the controller settings, with longer

extension times producing higher cycle length. It was found that overflow delay increases

with longer extension tunes. Further, by applying the 1985 HCM delay formula to the

simulated signal settmgs, the resultant delays were much higher. This inq)hes the need for

cahbration ofthe second delay term to account for the actuated control effects.

Signahzed Intersection Capacity Models for Traffic-actuated Control

Intersection capacity analysis is essential for measurements of most traffic control

effectiveness. The first U.S. Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) in 1950 contained a chapter
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for estimating the capacities of signalized intersections. Numerous studies were undertaken

to evaluate the different aq)ects of signalized intersections, and many capacity methods were

developed. In 1983, May, GedizUoglu and Tai [51] began the evaluation of eight available

methods for capacity and traflBc-performance analysis at signaUzed intersections including

pretimed and actuated controls. The eight methods included the U.S. Highway Capacity

Manual method (1965), British method (1966), Swedish method (1977), Transportation

Research Board (TRB) Circular 212 planning method (1980), TRB Circular 212 operations

and design method (1980), Austrahan method (1981), National Cooperative Highway

Research Program (NCHRP) planning method (1982), and NCHRP operations method

(1982). They conchided that the NCHRP operations method and the Austrahan method were

found to be the most cost-effective.

In 1991, Prevedouros [5] studied the traffic measurements and capacity analysis for

actuated signal operations. He verified that the methodology m Chapter 9 ofthe 1985 HCM

[1] was not appropriate to treat the pretuned and actuated controls identically, especially

concerning the estimation of capacity and performance of existing intersections. The main

sources oferror and their potential impacts were presented. He developed a comprehensive

data collection and analysis methodology to complement the procedure in the 1985 HCM.

Overview and Evaluation ofEVIPAS

EVIPAS [52] is an optimization and simulation model for actuated, isolated

intersections. It is capable of analyzmg and determining the optimal settings of controller

parameters for a wide range of geometric configurations, detector layouts, and ahnost any

F..
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phasmg pattern available in a single or dual-ring NEMA and Type 170 controllers. It will
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generate the optimized timing settings for controllers ranging from pretimed to volxmie-

density actuated controllers. The optimimi settings oftiming parameters include minimum

green time, maximum green time, unit extension, minimum gap, time before reduction, time

to reduce, variable (added) initial and maximum initial for each phase.

The value of optimal tuning is defined as the timing setting which results m the

minimum "total cost." The model allows the user to define "total cost: to include a variety

of measures of effectiveness, such as delay, fiiel consumption, depreciation, other vehicle

costs and emissions. The EVIPAS model allows for two modes of operation. In its

optimization mode, the model is used to obtain optimal timing settings by a multivariate

f:-

gradient search optimization module and an event-based intersection microscopic simulation.

In the simulation mode, EVIPAS allows the evaluation of a prespecified signal plan just by

microscopic sunulation.

For the capacity and level of service of traffic-actuated control, the performance

outputs are primarily concerned, which includes the summary of delays and signal

performance. The summary of delay table provides delay statistics for the intersection and

for each approach and lane. The summary of signal performance table shows the average

phase length and average cycle length. All above delay measures, average phase length, and

average cycle length are based on the microscopic sunulation resuhs.

Since both EVIPAS and TRAF-NETSIM are microscopic simulation models, the

phase time comparison between these two models becomes necessary. The phase times

estimated from the EVIPAS sunulation model will be compared with those from NETSIM

f- simulation model later in this chapter.
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Preliminary Model Development

The purpose of this study is to accurately predict the average phase times and

corresponding cycle laigth for actuated operations. The preliminary model developed in this

study is Umited to through movements and left turns with "protected only" phasing from an

exclusive lane. However, this prehminary model is very usefiil for later development of a

complete and comprehensive model.

It is important to note that the proposed prehminary model is mainly based on the

methodology proposed by Courage and Ak9elik [6] for evaluatmg the operation of a traflfic-

actuated controller in their working paper NCHRP 3-48-1 for National Cooperative Highway

Research Program (NCHRP) project 3-48, "Capacity Analysis of Traffic-actuated Signals."

The proposed analytical model for predicting average phase times and corresponding

cycle length appUes several traffic engineering concepts and theories. They include traffic-

actuated operation logic, dual-ring control concept, average phase time prediction for traffic-

actuated signals, queue accumulation polygon (QAP) concept, vehicle arrival headway

distribution, circular dependency relationship and sequential process. These concepts and

theories are used for both preliminary and comprehensive model development, and their

model implementation.

In the discussion of the prehminary model, the method in the Appendix n to HCM

Chapter 9 will initially be reviewed following the model development issues. Then, each

concept and theory used in the model development will be presented. Finally, the

computational framework proposed by Covu^age and Ak9elik [6] for modeUng traffic-actuated

controller operations will be summarized.
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Review ofthe Appendix 11 Method to HCM Chapter 9

In the HCM [1] Chapter 9 Appendix 11 methodology, an actuated signal is assumed

to be extremely eflBdent in its use ofthe available green time. Thus, the average cycle length

is estimated using a high critical volume over capacity ratio (v/c) wWch is approximately equal

to 0.95. In other words, the controller can be eJBFective in its objective ofkeeping the critical

approach nearly saturated. The formula for the average cycle length may be stated as

C3, = L/(l-Y/X,)
,

, .,
,

,. (2-1)

where
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C3V = the average cycle length;
"

^

L = the total lost time per cycle, i.e., the sum ofthe lost times associated with the

starting and stopping of each critical lane group in the phase sequence;

Y = the critical flow ratio, determined as the sum ofthe flow ratios (v/s) for the

individual lane groups that are critical in each phase. The flow ratio for each

lane group is defined as the ratio ofthe traffic volume (v) to the saturation

flow rate (s); and

X^ = the target degree of saturation (volume/capacity ratio or v/c ratio). A value

of 0.95 is suggested in Appendix 11 for traffic-actuated control

After the average cycle length has been computed, the average effective green tune

(gj) for each lane group I can be determined by dividing the average cycle length (C^^) among

lane groups in proportion to their individual flow ratios ( (v/s), ) over target degree of

saturation (X^,). The formula of average effective green time for each lane group may be

stated as
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gi
= C3v[(v/syXJ (2-2)

The eflFective green time, rather than the signal displayed green time, is usually used in signal

timing confutation v^ch is the signal displayed green time plus the intergreen time (change

mterval or yellow plus all-red clearance) minus the lost time in the phase.

As mentioned before, the Appendix U method for estimating the signal timing for

actuated operation has been questioned in the literature. There are three major problems with

the Appendix n methodology:

1. The assurrption that a traffic-actuated controller will maintain 95% saturation on

the critical approach to each phase has not well been accepted. Several studies

have indicated that a somewhat lower degree of saturation often results.

2. The eflFects ofactuated design parameters such as minimum green time, maximum

green time, unit extension and detector configuration are not reflected in the

formula for average cycle length, so it is not sensitive to the above parameters.

3. The sinq)listic nature ofthis model does not provide for real-world compUcations

such as minimum or maximum green time settmg, shared-lane permitted left turns,

left turns that are allowed to proceed on both permitted and protected phases,

phase skipping due to lack ofdemand, constraints imposed by coordination, etc.

In their working paper, Courage and Ak9ehk [6] indicated that the limitations of

Appendix U technique can be overcome, but not without adding considerable complexity to

the conq)utational procedures. The HCM has traditionally dealt with "single pass" analytical

models that may be described in manual worksheets. The updated version (1994) ofHCM

Chapter 9 worksheets are analytically much more comphcated, however, they have retained.



with one minor excq)tion, their "single pass" characteristics. Therefore, Courage and Ak9eUk

proposed a model with a sequential process of multiple iterations to improve the model s,-

addressed in Appendix 11 with "single pass."

Model Development Issues

Since the entire Chapter 9 methodology has reached the hmits of single-pass

procediu-es, the hmitations ofAppendix n, as mentioned before, cannot be addressed without

resorting to complex iterative procedures. Because the limitation of the Appendix n

technique is a result ofthe primitive treatment of actuated control, it may only be overcome

by nqproving the actuated control modeL Thus, the model to be developed in this study must

be able to perform eflfective corq)arisons between the pretimed and traffic-actuated control

modes. The model must also be fimctionally capable ofprovidmg reasonable estimate of

operating characteristics (timing and performance measures) of traffic-actuated controllers

under the normal range ofpractical design configurations. It must be sensitive to common

variations m design parameters. The design parameters mchide

• Actuated controller settings (minimum green time, maximimi green tune and

allowable gap); V^

• Conventional actuated vs. volume-density control strategies; ' '^r* •".., .•/'•r;-*./.r.

• Detector configurations (length and setback);

• Pedestrian timmgs (Walk and Flashing Don't Walk, FDW);

• Left turn treatments (permitted, protected, permitted and protected, and not

opposed); and

%'- '
• Left turn phase positions (leading and lagging). •

'

^.<-
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Additional input data are needed to improve the accuracy ofthe analysis methodology.

The information that is already required by the Chapter 9 procedure will naturally be used to

the fiillest extent possible to avoid the need for new data. Most ofthe additional data items

are related to the operation itself The proposed model will be based on the standard eight-

phase dual-ring control concept that is more or less universally applied in the U. S. A. In this

study, a standard assignment ofmovements to phase is adopted. It can greatly simpUfy the

development and illustration of all modeling procedures without affecting the generahty of

the capacity and level of service results.

It is difficult to analytically deal with the very low volume operation that typically

occurs late at night. Under this condition, the repetitive cyclical operation upon which the

analysis is based no longer applies. The effort required to develop a model for dealing

accurately with delays of a few seconds per vehicle (i.e., level of service A) is difficult to

justify. An approximation ofthe operating characteristics for very low volumes will generally

be acceptable from a capacity and level of service perspective.

In the literature, many analytical studies on traffic-actuated operation assume that

passage detectors are used, whereas in actual practice, presence detectors are much more

common. Passage detectors transmit a short pulse to the controller upon the arrival of each

vehicle. Presence detectors transmit a continuous signal to the controller as long as the

vehicle remains in the detection zone. For purpose of this study, variable length presence

detectors will be assumed. The operation ofusmg passage detectors to detect vehicles may

be approximated by using short length presence detectors.
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TraflSc-actuated Operation Logic

Actuated operation is one kind oftrafl&c control which uses the information collected

by detectors to determine the signal timing ofan intersection. The detector type can be either

passage or presence. The main advantage oftraffic-actuated control is that the traffic signal

can properly display the green times according to traffic demand. There are three types of

actuated controllers. They are semi-actuated, fully-actuated and volimie-density.

The operation ofthe semi-actuated signal is based on the abihty ofthe controller to

vary the length ofthe different phases to meet the demand on the minor approach. Maximum

and minimum green times are set only for the minor street. Detectors are also placed only on

the minor street. On the other hand, fiJly-actuated controllers are suitable for an intersection

at which large fluctuations of traffic volumes exist on all approaches during the day.

Maximum and minimum green times are set for each approach. Detectors are also installed

on each approach. The voliune-density control is one kind of actuated control with added

features which 1) can keep track ofthe number of arrivals, and 2) reduce the allowable gap

accordittg to several rules. It is usualfy used at intersections with high speed approaches. For

illustration purposes on actuated control logic, a passage detector will first be assumed

because it is simple. Some basic term definitions are addressed as follows:

• hiitial interval is the first portion ofthe green phase that an actuated controller has

timed out for vehicles waiting between the detector and stopline during the green

time to go through the intersection.

• Vehicle interval, also called "unit extension" or "allowable gap" is the time that the

green time is extended for each detector actuation.

.si*
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• Maximum green time is simply the total green time allowed to the phase.

• Minimum green time is the shortest green time that can be displayed.

To avoid vehicles being trapped between the detector and stophne, it is necessary that the

vehicle mterval be at least the "passage time" of a vehicle from the detector to the stophne.

' "j^--'

Maximum Green Time

Minimum Green Time
< ><^ Extension Period

^Initial hit^
,
Vdi. hit.>H

* Detector actuation on phase with right-of-way

M Unexpired portions of vehicle intervals

Figure 2-1. The operation of an actuated phase under significant demand.

Figure 2-1 shows the operation ofan actuated phase under significant demand. Prior

to the beginning ofthe figure, a "call" for green had been put in by the arrival on the studied

approach. Then, the phase with right-of-way on this approach will first display the initial

interval plus one imit extension for the arrival. The sum of initial interval and one unit

extension is usually called minimum green time. During the minimmn green tune, if an

._^
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additional vehicle arrives, as shown in Figure 2- 1, a new imit extension is hegun from the tune

ofdetector actuation. The une>q)ired portion ofthe old vehicle interval with the shaded area

shown in the figure is wiped out and superseded. Ifvehicle actuation continues, the green

time will also be extended with the same process imtil the maxunum green time is reached.

The total extension time after the minimum green time is referred to as the extension period.

Ifthe traflSc volume is less intense, the extension period will not reach the maximum

green time. When a vehicle interval expires without an arrival of a new vehicle (indicated by

an asterisk [*]), the green time will be terminated and the signal light will turn to yellow plus

red clearance if there is a vehicle waiting for the next subsequent phase. Since in this

illustrated exan^le significant demand is assumed, the maximum green time is reached.

Dual-ring Control Concept

In a pretimed controller, the controller operates under a single ring sequential timing

process. Each phase is taken as an interval oftune in ^\dlich specified traffic movements are

serviced. Ofcoiu-se, it is possible to have a given movement served on more than one phase

ofthe sequence, and it is e5q)ected that a combination oftwo non-conflicting movements (two

throughs, two left turns or a left turn phis through) will be serviced on any one phase.

However, the vast majority ofmodem traffic control systems use NEMA standard

traffic-actuated controllers wdiich employ a dual-ring concurrent timing process. By keeping

the non-confficting phases in separate rings, it is capable of displaying them simultaneously

to optimize the combinations of movements which are displayed on each cycle. Since the

standard eight-phase dual-ring operation is more or less universally apphed in the U. S. A.,

and in this study a standard assignment of traffic movements is also based on the dual-ring
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NEMA phase configuration, it is essential to be &miliar with the dual-ring concurrent phasing

scheme with assigned movements. The dual-ring phasing scheme and operation logic will

be presented next. -

The standard dual-ring concurrent phasing scheme using NEMA phase definition is

shown in Figure 2-2. In Figure 2-2 phases 1, 2, 3 and 4 are belong to ring 1, while phases 5,

6, 7 and 8 are belong to ring 2. A specific traffic movement is assigned to each NEMA phase

as shown at the comer of each phase box. For example, NEMA phase 2 is an eastboimd

through movement and NEMA phase 7 is the southboimd left turn. In a standard dual-ring

concurrent phasing scheme, east-west movements are assigned to the left side of barrier

(phases 1, 2, 5, 6), whereas north-south movements are assigned to the right side ofbarrier

(phases 3, 4, 7, 8). The barrier can be reversed to assign north-south movements to the left

side and east-west movements to the right side ifneeded.

Traffic movements for phases 1 and 2 conflict with each other. It is also true for

phases 3 & 4, 5 & 6, and 7 & 8. Since the conflicting phases on each ring are sequential, on

the side ofthe barrier, none of the phases within ring 1 will conflict with any ofthe phases

within ring 2. In such a way, non-conflicting phases can be displayed sunultaneously to

optimize the combinations ofmovements.

An example of the dual-ring concurrent phasing scheme based on the east-west

movement in Figure 2-2 is presented as follows. The phase sequence begins with the non-

conflicting combination ofNEMA phases 1 and 5. The next phase sequence can be either the

combination ofNEMA phases 1 and 6 or NEMA phases 2 and 5 according to the traffic

demand. Ifthe demand for eastbound left turns is heavier than that ofwestbound left turns,
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in general, the combination ofphases 2 and 5 will display most ofthe time. Finally, NEMA

phases 2 and 6 will display.

It is a standard convention to assign the odd number to the left turn in any phase pair

(1-2, 3-4, 5-6, 7-8), and the even nimiber to the through movement. This reflects the

popularity of leading left turn protection. When the lagging left timi protection is to be

implemented, the phase assignment may be reversed (i.e., even number to the left tiim).

Although any phase may be theoretically designated as the coordinated phase in each ring, it

is common to designate the phase with through movement on the left side ofthe barrier as

the coordinated phase. It is necessary to note that the above phasing assignments conform

to those used by the PASSER II arterial signal tuning. It has also been adopted by the

WHICH program for mapping data into NETSIM.

Barrier

Ringl

Ring 2

Left Side of Barrier

( E-W Movements )

3

NBL

SBL

Right Side of Barrier

( N-S Movements )

:y-i")
'^ ^^

^^

I f

Barrier

Figure 2-2. Dual-ring concmrent phasing scheme with assigned movements.
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Average Phase Time Prediction for Tra£5c-actuated Signals

The main objective ofthis study is to accurately predict the average phase times for

traffic-actuated signals. The average phase time includes two major portions oftiming. One

is the queue service (clearance) tune and the other is the extension time after queue service.

Therefore, accurate phase time predictions are mainly dependent on the accurate predictions

ofboth queue service times and extension times after queue service.

Before the illustration ofthe methodology to predict average phase times and cycle

length, some key term definitions need to be addressed first. The phase time is the signal

displayed green time (controller green tune) phis the intergreen time. In the signal timing

analysis, the eflFective green time and the effective red time are fi-equently used. Therefore,

appropriate conversion ofthe displayed green time to an effective value is required before the

signal tuning analysis.

<—— R —*t< — G ^-^I*-

IHBJJJH1 ti ilM

L^ ^^ » ^

^M ^M ^1 gqst ge

Phase Time-

Figure 2-3. The relationships among the components in the phase tune.
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The relationshq) among phase time (PT), displayed green time (G) and eflfective green

time (g) shown in Figure 2-3 is expressed as follows: '
;

PT = G + I = t, +g = t, +g^,. + g, _ ,.(2-3)

subject to PT^<PT<PT„3,
,

s i' - ;

In more detail. Equation 2-3 can be expressed as follows:

PT = t, + G<,, + E, + I = t, + g,„ + e, + I= t, + g,, + g,+ t, (2-4)

subject to PT^<PT<PT„3,

where
i

I = intergreen time (yellow plus all-red);

t, = lost time, wWch is the sum of start-up lost time, t^,, and end lost time, t^;

gqso Gqs, = the queue service time (saturated portion of green), where g^,,
= G^^t;

Cg, Eg = the green extension time by gap change after queue service, where Cg =

Eg, and the total extension tune, EXT, is defined as (Cg+I) or (Eg+I);

ge = the effective extension time by gap change after the queue service period,

where ge = eg + I-te,; (2-5)

PT^ = theminimumphasetime, PT^ = G^ + 1, where G^ is minimum green

time; and

PT„3^ = the maximum phase time, PT^ = G^ + 1, where G^ is maximum green

time.

Queue Accumulation Polygon (OAP) Concept

The analysis ofqueue accumulation polygon (QAP) is an effective way to predict the

queue service time, g^^, (= G^J. The QAP is a plot ofthe number ofvehicles queued at the

.-.-jqr
.4
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stopline over the cycle. For a single proteaed phase which could be the through phase or the

protected left turn phase, when traffic volume does not exceed its capacity, QAP is just a

single triangle as shown in Figure 2-4. In Figure 2-4, g^ stands for actual queue service time

(in this case, g,,,
= &), v^Me g^ is the effective extension time after queue service. More

complex polygons occur when a movement proceeds on more than one phase.

Based on the vehicle arrival rate q^ during effective red time, the acciunulated queue

(Q,) before the effective green tune can be estimated. The time taken to discharge the

accumulated queue can be conqjuted sinq)ly by dividing the accumulated queue of Q, with the

net departure rate (s-q^ wWch is equal to the departure rate (s) minus the vehicle arrival rate

(qg) during the effective green time. For this simple protected phase, the departure rate s is

equal to the saturation flow rate. The target v/c ratio may be considered in the peak hour

anafysis. However, it must be set to 1.0 to determine the actual queue service time. In order

to determine the critical queue service time (g^J of different lane groups within the same

phase, a lane utilization factor is considered in the computation of actual queue service time

(gj. In general, g^ can be estimated from the following formula:

8s = ^^-r^ > ^. ;v; .
(2-6)

where
. !

'

] . l^ *

^ = a queue length cahbration factor [7] proposed by AkQeUk to allow for

variations in queue service time, where

^=1.08- 0.1 (G/G_)^ (2-7)
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^ = a lane utilization factor for unbalance lane usage based on the HCM Table

9-4;

q„ q^ = q, is red arrival rate and q^ (veh/sec) is green arrival rate (veh/sec);

Xj = a specified target volume/capacity (v/c) ratio; and

r, s = r is red time (sec) and s is satvu-ation flow (veh/sec).

In multi-lane cases, the saturated portion ofgreen time should represent the time to

clear the queue in the critical lane (i.e. the longest queue for any lane) considering all lanes

of an approach in the signal phase. More complex polygons occur when a movement

proceeds on more than one phase. The computation for queue service time is mainly based

on the QAP concept.

u
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Figure 2-4. Queue accimiulation polygon for a single protected phase.
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Vehicle Arrival Headway Distributions ;

Arrival headway distributions play a fimdamental role in the estimation of green

extension time, e^ (or E^), at actuated signals. The bunched exponential distribution of arrival

headways was proposed by Cowan [36], which considers that the bunched relationship

increases among the arriving vehicles when the trafl&c volume increases. The free

(unbunched) vehicles are those with headways greater than the minimum headway (A), and

the proportion of free vehicles ((p) represents the unbunched vehicles with randomly

distributed headways. Thus, the measurement ofthe proportion offree vehicles ((p) depends

on the choice ofminimum headway (A). The proportion ofbunched vehicles in the arrival

stream is (l-(p). In this arrival model, all bimched vehicles are assumed to have the same

intra-bunched headway (A). The cumulative distribution fimction, F(t), for this bunched

negative exponential distribution of arrival headways, representing the probability of a

headway less than t seconds, is

F(t) = 1 - (pe-^(»-^) for t>A (2-8)

= fort < A

where

A = minimum arrival (intra-bunch) headway (seconds);

(p = proportion of free (unbimched) vehicles; and

v^
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i'

a parameter calculated as

^ " T^ (2-9)

subject to q < 0.98/A ;
.:

_j^ t:.^,, J*,'

where ? :>'?W .
'

• <

q = total equivalent through arrival flow (vehicles/second) for all

lane groups that actuate the phase under consideration.

A detailed discussion of the apphcation of this model on actuated control and the

results of its calibration using real-life data for single-lane and multi-lane cases are given in

Akfelik and Chung [53]. The more commonly used simple negative exponential and shifted

negative exponential models of arrival headways are special cases ofthe bunched exponential

model Therefore, in this study, the bunched arrival model is used to estimate the extension

time after queue clearance.

The method for estimating the green extension time, e^, for an actuated controller that

uses a passage detector and a fixed gap time (unit extension) setting (e^) was described by

Ak9elik [34]. In this study, presence detectors are assumed. The headway (h) between two

consecutive vehicles is equal to the sum ofthe gap time (e) and the detector occupancy time

(to). Therefore, the headway, h„, that corresponds to the allowable gap time setting, e„, is

ho = e„ + t„ (2-10)

where t^ is the detector occupancy time given by

to = (La + L,)/v (2-11)

v^ere

^v
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There is no need for the estimation of an extension time ifthe actual queue service

time, g^ is less than the minimum effective green time, g^, or g^ is greater than the maximum

effective green time, g^. If&< g^ then g will be set to g^ and if& > g„3^ then g is equal

to gmax- Detection of each additional vehicle between g^ and g^^^, in general, extends the

green period by an amount that is, in effect, equal to the headway time, h^. The green period

terminates when the following two conditions are satisfied.

1

.

the headway between two successive vehicle actuations exceeds the headway that

corresponds to the gap time setting, h > h^ (gap change); or

2. the total green extension time after the expiration ofminimum green time equals

the maximum extension setting. It is equivalent that g is equal to g„3^.

During a gap change, the green period terminates after the expnation of the gap time.

Assuming that the termination time at gap change is the headway corresponding to the gap

time setting (h,, = e„ + 1^), the green extension time, e^, by gap change can be estimated fi-om

the following formula [6, 9, 10] based on the bunched exponential headway distribution.

^X(e„H„-A)
J

""^ ^ ~^^ " X (2-12)

Once the green extension time, e^, is obtained, the effective extension time, g^, is just equal

to the sum ofe^ and the intergreen, I, minus the end lost time, t^, as shown in Equation 2-5.

i:^
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Lj = effective detector length (ft);

1^ = vehicle length (ft); and

V = vehicle speed (ft/sec). L^ * ii

3 ..;

4
"^
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As mentioned before, the more commonly used simple negative exponential and

shifted negative exponential models of arrival headways are special cases of the bunched

exponential model. For sinq)le negative e?q)onential model, use

A = and (p = 1 (therefore X = q) (2-13)

and for the shifted negative e}q)onential model (normally used for single-lane traflBc only), use

Cp = 1 (therefore X = q / (1- Aq)) (2-14)

These two models unreaUstically assume no bunching (cp =1) for all levels of arrival flows.

The bunched model can be used either with a known (measured) vahie of (p, or more

generally, with a vahie of cp estunated as a fimction ofthe arrival flow rate. The following

relationship suggested by Ak9ehk and Chung [53] can be used for estimating the proportion

ofunbimched vehicles in the traffic stream ((p)

^ - ®
(2-15)

The recommended parameter values based on the cahbration of the bimched exponential

model by Ak9elik and Chimg [53] are:

Single-lane case: A = 1.5 seconds and b = 0.6 (2-16a)

Multi-lane case (nimiber oflanes =2): A = 0.5 seconds and b = 0.5 (2- 16b)

Multi-lane case (number of lanes > 2): A = 0.5 seconds and b = 0.8 (2- 16c)

\
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Effect ofPhase Skip

The minimum phase time reqiiires more attention when the phase may be skipped due

to low traffic vohmie. The minimum phase time would only be vaUd ifthe controller was set

to recall each phase to the minimum time regardless of demand. On the other hand, the real

significance of the minimum phase time in an actuated controller is that a phase must be

displayed for the minimum time unless it is skipped due to lack ofdemand. This situation may

be addressed analytically by determining the probabihty ofzero arrivals on the previous red

phase. Assuming a bunched arrival headway distribution, this may be computed by using the

following equation:

Pov = (p e"^^-^) (2-17)

where

Pqv = probability ofzero arrivals during the previous red phase; and

R = previous red phase time.

So, assuming that the phase will be displayed for the mmimum time, except when no vehicles

have arrived on the red, the adjusted vehicle minimum time then becomes

AVM = MnV(l-PJ (2-18)

where

AVM = the adjusted vehicle minimum time; and

MnV = the nominal minimum vehicle time.

The similar concept for adjusted vehicle minimum time may also be appUed to compute an

adjusted pedestrian minirrmm time.
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Ifthe phase may be skipped due to lack ofdemand, the adjusted mmimum phase time

is the maximum of adjusted vehicle minimum time and adjusted pedestrian minimum time.

It will be used as lower bound ofthe predicted phase time. When the Pqv for a phase is not

zero, the estimated phase time must also be modified by multiplying the (1-Pov) factor to the

original total extension time. Therefore, the predicted phase time becomes

PT - t, + G,„ + (1 - Pov) (E, + 1) (2-19)

Cncular Dependency Relationship and Sequential Process

The determination ofrequired green time using the Appendix 11 method is relatively

straight forward w/hea the cycle length is given. However, traffic-actuated controllers do not

work on this princq)le. Instead, they determine, by a mechanical analogy, the required green

time or phase time given only the lengtii ofthe previous red interval. The green time or phase

time required for each phase is dependent on the green tune or phase time required by the

other phases. Thus, a circular dependency relationship exists between actuated phase tunes.

There are two way to resolve this type of cncular dependency. The first one is

simuhaneous solutions of multiple equations. The second one is a sequential process

involving repeated iterations that converge toward a unique solution. Either method could

be apphed to solve this dependency problem. Since the simultaneous solution will not lend

itself to the comphcations that must be introduced to solve the more general problem.

Courage and Ak9eUk [6] proposed and set up an iterative procedure that will apply to the

general problem. This iterative procedure is adopted in this study to predict the average

phase time for general cases, not just hmited to the protected phases.

^,
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An initial set of values for all phase times must be established before the iterative

procedure may begin. With each iteration, the phase tune required by each phase, given all

of the other phase tunes, may be determined. If the minimum phase times turn out to be

adequate for all phases, the cycle length will sunply be the sum ofthe minimum phase times

of the critical phases. If a particular phase demands more than its minimum time, then a

longer red time will be mqjosed on all the other phases. This, in turn, will increase the phase

time required for the subject phase. Through a series of repeated iterations, the circxilar

dependency will come to an equiUbriiun and converge to a imique solution. When the

convergence ofcycle length is reached, the final cycle length and phase times are determined.

This convergence may be demonstrated easily by using an sunple example. Consider

the intersection shown in Figure 2-5. This is a trivial intersection with four identical single-

lane approaches carrying the through voliune of 400 vph. A saturation flow rate of 1900

vphgpl is assumed. Each phase has assigned the following constant parameters:

Detector: 30 feet long, placed at the stopUne

Intergreen time (I): 4 seconds

Lost tune (t,) 3 seconds per phase

Start-up lost time (t,,): 2 seconds per phase

Minimum phase time: 15 seconds i

Allowable gap: 3 seconds

Maximum phase time: 50 seconds ' '>
^ ••,

No pedestrian timing features.

No volume-density features.
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Figure 2-5. The intersection used as an example for circular dependency illustration.

The QAP for the first iteration in this example is shown in Figure 2-6. Initially, the

"trial time" is the nominal minimum vehicle tune (15 seconds in this case) for each phase.

Although this operation has four through phases, it can actually be treated as a two-phase

operation because the northbound through phase is identical to the southbound through phase

and the eastbound through phase is the same as the westbound through phase.

Hence, the trial cycle length is equal to 15 x 2 = 30 seconds. This initial timing would

resuh m an effective red tune of 18 seconds for each phase. The traffic volume for each

approach is 400 vehicles per hour. In other words, the arrival rate is equal to 400/3600 =

0. 1 1 vehicles per second. Therefore, during the effective red tune, the accumulated queue

can be confuted as the product of arrival rate and effective red time, which is equal to 0. 11

X 18 = 2 vehicles.
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Figure 2-6. Queue accumulation polygon in the first iteration ofthe illustrated example.
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The departure rate is the saturation flow rate (1900 vehicles per hour), so the phase

can discharge (1900/3600) = 0.53 vehicles per second. Therefore, the net service rate is equal

to (0.53 -0.11) = 0.42 vehicle per second. Since f^ is about 1.07 and ^ equals 1.0, the actual

queue service time, g^ taken to discharge the queue will be (1.07 * 2) / 0.42 = 5. 16 seconds.

The extended green tune, e^, is 5.3 seconds and intergreen tune, I, is 4 seconds. Thus, the

total extension time, EXT (= e^ + I), is 9.3 seconds (= 5.3 + 4) and the effective extension

time, ge, equals 8.3 seconds (= 5.3 + 4 - 1). By using Equation 2-3, the phase time, PT,

equals the sum ofthe lost tune, t,, the queue service tune, g^^t, (= & in this example) and the

effective extension time, g^, which is about 16.46 seconds (= 3 + 5.16 + 8.3). By using

Equation 2-4, PT is equal to the sum oft,,,
g^,, (= g, in this example) and EXT which is also

about 16.46 seconds (=2 + 5.16 + 9.3). The new phase times produce a new cycle length
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of (16.46 X 2) = 32.92 seconds. This will generate another version of Figure 2-6 with

different dimensions. By repeating these calculations with a new cycle length each tune, the

confuted cycle length will converge to within 0. 1 second. Convergence for this examjjle is

especially rapid. The process is very rehable. Table 2-1 shows the iteration result and

convergence for this trivial example.

Table 2-1. The iteration results and its convergence for the illustrated example.

Itera-

tion

Cycle

(sec)

Old

phase

time

(sec)

Ace.

queue

Total

service time

(=t, + gs)

(sec)

Total

ext. time

(sec)

New
phase

time

(sec)

New
cycle

(sec)

Differ-

ence

(sec)

1 30.0 15.0 2.00 7.16 9.3 16.5 32.9 2.9

2 32.9 16.5 2.16 7.57 9.3 16.9 33.7 0.8

3 33.7 16.9 2.21 7.68 9.3 17.0 33.9 0.2

4 33.9 17.0 2.22 7.71 9.3 17.0 34.0 0.1

Computational Process

The confutation framework with five worksheets proposed by Courage and Ak9eUk

[6] for modehng traffic-actuated controller operations for simple through and protected left

turn phases is adopted by this study as the basis for more con^Ucated and general model

development. This computation process will be introduced here. The worksheets play a very

important part in overcommg the "black box" image of a complex model such as the one in

this study. They provide a structure for presenting the resuUs ofintermediate computations

in a common form that is compatible with their proposed techniques.
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Worksheet 1 is "TraflBc-actuated Control Data Input". "Lane Group Data" is shown

m Worksheet 2. Worksheet 3 is "Traffic-actuated Timing Computation" and Worksheet 4

is "Required Phase Times". The last worksheet, worksheet 5, is "Extension Times Based on

Allowed Gaps". The worksheet format offered a clear and concise way to docimient the

information. This format is also consistent with the current HCM. While the worksheets

themselves are quite simple, the overall procedure contains iterative loops. In this research,

the worksheets proposed by Courage and Ak9eUk will be modified and enhanced for the

conq)utation ofmore general and complicated scenarios, not just limited to simple protected

scenarios. The complete procedure involving the five worksheets is illustrated in Figure 2-7.

This figure shows the five worksheets, the main information flow path and two iterative

loops indicated as "Loop A" and "Loop B".

1. Data
Input H2.

Lan
Grot

2. Lane
Groups

.-^-.

4. Required

Times .•-.
X

T
X

5. Phase
Extension

Times

A

B

-.-.

3. Cycle

Time
Adjustments SYMBOLS

Main

Information

Flow

iin

nation H
H

Worksheets

' Iterative Loops ',

: V?

/I

Figure 2-7. Iterative loops in the phase time and cycle time computation procedure.
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• Loop A. Required Time - Cycle Time Adjustment: This is an external iteration

between Worksheets 3 and 4. It is required to make the phase times converge

to a stable cycle length. Worksheet 4 must also refer to Worksheet 5 if phase

time extensions are required to compute the required phase times.

• Loop B. Phase Extension Time: This is an internal iteration within Worksheet 5.
"

It is only required when gap reduction is employed. When the allowable gap is a

fiinction ofthe phase time, the phase time cannot be computed without iteration.

Simulation Models

Simulation is one ofthe most powerfiil analysis tools available to those responsible

forthe design and operation ofcomplex process and systems. Simulation might have more

credibility because its behavior has been compared to that of a real system, or because it has

required fewer simplifying assumptions and thereby has captiwed more of the true

characteristics ofthe real system.

NETSIM, a popular and powerfiil microscopic traJ0Bc simulation model, has been

continually developed by the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) for many years.

NETSIM is able to model an eight-phase, dual-ring controller expUcitly, recognizing all ofthe

phase-specific parameters. EVIPAS is an optimization and simulation model for actuated

controlled, isolated intersections. In the simulation mode, it is also capable of providing

simulated phase times for a wide range of actuated parameter settings. Thus, both the

NETSIM and EVIPAS simulation models could be used as tools to verify the phase time

estimation from the proposed analytical model. -^

4
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Comparison between NETSIM and EVIPAS Simulation Results

Since both NETSIM and EVIPAS are simulation-based models, it becomes necessary

to compare the simulation results between EVIPAS and NETSIM. The current version of

NETSIM (P version 5.0) produces very detailed tables of several performance measures. It

does not, however, provide sufficient information on the operation ofthe controller itselfin

the standard output tables. To obtain this information, it was necessary to develop a

postprocessor to extract the operational data from special files used to support the animated

graphics features ofNETSIM.

The actuated-controller data for each second of operation are recorded and stored in

a text file that is given a file name with extension of ".F45" by NETSIM. The format of

".F45" files is hard to read. After it is properly converted, a readable text file can be produced

with extension of ".X45". Then, a postprocessor was developed to read the .X45 file and

produce a summary ofthe operation. Both conversion and postprocessor were combined into

a program called "NETCOP" for "NETSIM Controller Operation Postprocessor. " It provides

phase-qjecific information such as percent skipped, percent gapout, percent maxout, average

cycle length, average phase time, adjusted cycle length and adjusted average phase time. The

"adjusted cycle length" is computed by subtracting the number of seconds of dwell (i.e., the

time during wWch no demand was registered on any phase) from the total number of seconds

simulated before dividing by the number of cycles. The adjusted phase time is conq)uted

according to the adjusted cycle length. Since the adjusted phase time from NETSIM can

represent the effective use ofphase time, it is adopted for later phase time comparison.
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Although the sdnoilation techniques used in EVIPAS andNETSIM may dififer in some

degree, theoretically, the phase time estimates for the same tra£Bc conditions, geometric

configurations and actuated timing settings should be close. Thus, an evaluation has been

made by coraparmg, the simulated phase times fi"om both NETSIM and EVIPAS based on 9

hypothetical exanjples with traffic-actuated operations. These examples cover both two-

phase and multi-phase actuated operations. The comparison result is shown in the Figure 2-8.

In a sinple regression analysis between the above two simulated phase times, a 0.96

coefficient ofdetermination, R^ was achieved. As expected, the simulated phase times fi^om

EVIPAS are very close to those from NETSIM sunulation, which demonstrates that the

EVIPAS model has the similar effectiveness on phase time estimation as NETSIM.

20 30 40 50

NETSIM Simulated Phase Time (oec)

60 70

,.^/j

v.':-y:(

Figure 2-8. Phase time comparison between EVIPAS and NETSIM.
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Arterial Considerations

As iirban roadways become more congested, and resources available for building new

facilities become more limited, transportation professionals are e)q)loring all possible

ahematives to inq)rove the existing transportation systems. Fully-actuated traffic signals are

powerfid for isolated intersections, but not proper for coordinated intersections. One major

area that holds great potential in reducing urban congestion is the implementation of

coordinated semi-actuated traffic signals on arterial streets. Unlike pretimed signals, semi-

actuated signals are intrinsically more intelligent and complex to implement and they provide

a better coordination than pretimed signals [34].

In semi-actuated operation, detectors are placed only on the minor street and

exclusive left turn lanes on the major street. No detectors are installed for the through

movements on the major street. Under this operation, once there is no detection on the minor

movements, the green will ahvays come back to the through (coordmated) movements on the

major street. Therefore, the major benefit ofusing semi-actuated control is to assign unused

minor street green to the major street. This concept is fundamental to the signal tuning

prediction for coordinated semi-actuated operation.

In pretimed control, the phase time of each movement is fixed, so the eflFective green

over cycle length ratio (g/C) for each movement is a constant. Unlike pretimed signals, the

phase time ofeach lane group for actuated signals does not stay constant but fluctuates fi^om

cycle to cycle, so the g/C ratio for each movement fluctuates. Therefore, the major difierence

between pretimed and traffic-actuated intersections Ues in the g/C. The g/C ratio is important

because it is required for the capacity and delay computation. It is necessary to note that the

. ^-. .

.
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coordination for actuated signals must be provided by some form of supervision which is

synchronized to a background cycle length. Since coordinated semi-actuated control is

frequently used at intersections along an artery, the g/C ratio of the critical through-lane

group on the major street is especially important.

The true g/C ratio ofeach movement is difficult to access in current practice directly

from a traffic controller. Therefore, an alternative for obtaining the g/C ratio is needed. It

is found, in general, that the g/C ratio on a major street is high when the demand on minor

streets is low, and vice versa. This observation suggests the potential for using minor street

traffic demand measures to predict the major street g/C ratio. To verify the concept ofthe

assignment of unused minor street green to the major street, attempts have been made to

quantify the relationship between the major street g/C ratio and minor street traffic demand.

Minor Street Demand, x

Figure 2-9. Conceptual relationship between major street g/C and minor street demand.

.

•*
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Since traflSc volume and detector occupancy are easy to measure with reasonable

accuracy for minor street demand, a conceptual model focusing on these two variables was

developed to predict the major street g/C ratio. As the minor street demand, x, increases

from zero, the major street g/C ratio, y, shoiild start as a sharply decreasing function. The

rate ofdecrease diould attenuate as x increases. The conceptual relationship between y and

X is shown in Figure 2-9.

Data Acqixisition

Data from a closed loop signal system were used for the cahbration ofthe candidate

models. The data set inchides 98 intersection records generated from four coordinated semi-

actuated intersections during seven time periods along SW 34th St. in Gainesville, Florida.

A layout ofthe arterial system is shown in Figure 2-10. The SW 34th St. artery is a major

street, and Radio Rd., Hull Rd., SW 20th Ave. and Windmeadows are four minor streets.

Protected left turn signals exist on the major street at all foiu intersections.

N

SW 20th Ave.

1

2

Radio Rd.

HuURd.

3

4

SW

Windmeadows
An

-
34th St.

-, i s ^\

-:'%

H^ -'''*
i

Figure 2-10. The location offoiu- studied intersection.
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The Traffic Actuated Controller Monitor/Analyzer (TACMAN) computer package

[54] uses information collected by a microcomputer-based control system, the SignaUzed

Intersection Monitor (SIMON) [54], to produce hourly phase-^ecific descriptive information

and performance measures. The descriptive information includes traffic volume, detector

occupancy, etc., and performance measures include stops, delay and fixel consumption. The

measures used in the study pertain to the critical movements.

Model Calibration - ' •

Statistical Analysis System (SAS) [55] programs were appUed to perform correlation
'

and regresaon analyses. Regression techniques were used to calibrate the parameters ofthe

conceptual models. Regression results show that either the minor street volume or detector

occupancy can e?q)lain most ofthe variation in the major street g/C. Furthermore, the F and

t values indicate that both candidate models are overall significant and the coefficients in each

model are also individually statistically significant. The power model (volume model)

produced the highest adjusted R^ using the traffic volume data, vsMe the logarithmic model

(occupancy model) was better for detector occupancy data. These two models can be -^

expressed as follows: » / / f/CV:

MAJG = 100(1 + 0.01 VOLUME) ''^'"•'
Adj. R' = 0.88 (2-20)

MAJG = 100 - 12.0954 LN(1 + OCCUPANCY) Adj. R' = 0.91 (2-21)

where ^,
. j w r >, , ...

.1
MAJG = g/C ratio (%) for the major street critical through movement; "'-'J%

VOLUME = hourly volume for the minor street critical movement; and

OCCUPANCY = hourly detector occupancy for the minor street critical movement.
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The curves for these two minor street demand measures are shown in Figures 2-11

and 2-12, respectively. As e?^ected, the shape of both curves conforms to the described

conceptual model. Although the occupancy model might be sUghtly better than the volume

model, the volume model may frequently be used because minor street volumes are often

known, estimated or forecast when no information is available about detector occupancy.

Based on the concept that the unused minor street green time is assigned to the major

street in coordmated semi-actuated operation, the relationship between the g/C ratio ofthe

critical through-lane group on a major street (major street g/C ratio) and the traffic demand

ofthe critical movement on minor streets (minor street demand) was quantified by the above

volume model and occupancy model. In the further study, this concept will continue to be

implemented in the phase time estimation for coordinated semi-actuated operation.

. .
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Figure 2-11. Prediction of the major street g/C ratio based on a power model for

minor street traffic volume.
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Figure 2-12. Prediction of the major street g/C ratio based on a logarithmic model for

minor street detector occupancy.
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CHAPIER 3
>

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Introduction

.

''
'

'

i-

r-i

The scope ofthe preliminary model development presented in chapter 2 was limited

to basic through movements and protected left turn movements from an exclusive lane. This

chapter continually explores the analytical basis for extensions ofthe preliminary methodology

to cover permitted left tiuns in both shared and exclusive lanes and the con^hcated

compound left turn protection (i.e., protected plus permitted phasing or permitted plus

protected phasing). ' j*

Determination of Arrival Rates 'r-(r .': .^ -^

In the previous analytical work, the arrival and departure rates were constant

parameters determined externally. The arrival rates were determined by the specified traffic

volumes and the departure rates were determined by the saturation flow rates. Neither

depended on the signal timing. In fiilly-actuated operation which is very often used at an

isolated intersection, the progression effect is not considered, therefore, the arrival type 3

(green arrival rate = red arrival rate) is appropriate. For coordinated semi-actuated operation,

since the progression effect is an important consideration, the use of different arrival types to

represent progression quality is required. The derivation of arrival rate is presented first m

this chapter for later appUcation on coordinated semi-actuated intersections.

63
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\^^ arrival type 3, the arrival rate is constant over the wiole cycle at q veh/sec. With

other arrival types, two different arrival rates must be computed, q^ is the arrival rate on the

green phase, and q^ is the arrival rate on the red phase. For a given average arrival rate, the

vahxes ofq^ and q, will depend on the platoon ratio, Rp, associated with the arrival type, and

the green ratio, g/C, which is a part ofthe timing plan. The HCM defines the platoon ratio

as follows:

where

Rp= PC/g

P = theprobabihty of arrival on the green;

g = the green time for the phase; and

C = the cycle length.

(3-1)

o

o

<

Basic Continuity Relationship: q^r + qgg = q(r+g)

q = average arrival rate

qg

'

qr

g 'r

Time (seconds)

. ,

s.(
i- * *

%...

Figure 3-1. Arrival rate over a fiill cycle with coordinated operation.

mD
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From Equation 3-1,

P = Rpg/C

Now, with arrival type 3, Rp = 1, so P = g/C, and q = q^ = q,. On the other hand, ifRp * I,

then the arrival rates will be different on the red and green phases, as illustrated in Figure 3-1. ,w

The problem is to determine q^ and q^ given q, Rp, g and C.

From Equation 3- 1

:

\ =
P(r^g)

g

But, by definition,

So,

or.

p_^^g
q(r+g)

p _ gqg(r+g)

^ q(r+g)g

Therefore,

_ ^g

% - ^S

i ^ Ha..

(3-2)

As an extension ofthis derivation, the red arrival rate may be determined fi^om the continuity

relationship shown on Figure 3-1.
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q/ + %B = q(r+g)

From which.

q/ = qCr+g) - (qRp)g

Therefore,

q^
=

q(^-g) - (q^)g
(3-3)

Permitted Left Turn Phasing

Before beginning the discussion ofpermitted left ttim (LT) phasing, the concept of

green time determination for a protected phase is briefly reviewed first. This concept is based

on the queue accumulation potygon (QAP) shown in Figure 3-2 which was presented earher.

It is convenient to be shown here again for the illustration. The QAP shows the number of

vehicles accumulated in a queue on a signahzed approach over one cycle of operation. Each

cycle is assumed to repeat the same pattem indefinitely. The nxmiber ofvehicles accumulated

at any time in the cycle may be determined as the difference between the cmnulative arrivals

and departures since the start ofthe cycle. >i

The queue accumulation increases throughout the red phase at the rate of q^ veh/sec.

The maximum acciunulated queue occurs at the end of the red phase, and is indicated on

Figure 3-2 as Q^ During the green phase, the queue decreases at the net departure rate, (s -

cQ, until it has been fiilly serviced. The time required to service the actual queue is indicated

on Figure 3-2 is g^. The green phase will continue until the occurrence of a gap in the arriving
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trafBc of suflBcient length to cause the controller to termmate the phase. The eflFective

extension time is indicated on Figure 3-2 as g^. Of course, this whole process is subject to

a specified maximum phase time. An analytical model for predicting g^, g^ and average phase

time, PT, was presented in the preUminary methodology. In this sinq)le case, the queue

accumulation polygon is just a triangle. In the remainder ofthe cases to be discussed in this

dissertation, the QAP will assume a more complex shape.

.9
as

U

i
>

e
o
Z

Qr
7^

r

Qr

\ 1

V-qg

fi. 1 ge 1

Time (seconds)

Figure 3-2. Queue acciunulation polygon for a single protected phase.

U^

Permitted Left Turns fi"om Exclusive Lanes . ...

The basic QAP concept may be extended to cover a sUghtly diGBcult case in which

a permitted left turn is fi-om an exclusive lane, yielding to oncoming trafiBc, mstead of a

protected movement. This introduces a couple ofimportant changes in the QAP. Since the

number ofopposing lanes, n^p, may influence the net arrival rate during the period when the

opposing queue is being serviced, it will be considered for the permitted left turns form
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exclusive lanes. Based on the number of opposing lanes, the QAPs for condition 1 (n„ > 1)

and condition 2 (n^ = 1) shown in Figures 3-3 and 3-4 are discussed, respectively.

If the nxunber of opposing lanes is greater than one (see Figure 3-3), the queue

continues to accumulate throughout the first part ofthe green with the arrival rate of q^ while

the opposing queue is being serviced. The time required to service the opposing queue is

indicated on Figure 3-3 as g,,. There is no chance for a permitted left turner to make a

maneuver during the period of g^. The maximum queue, mdicated on Figure 3-3 as Q,, can

be computes as follows:

Q<, = Qr + qg*&, (3-4)

Ifthe number ofopposing lane is equal to one (see Figure 3-4), the left turns fi-om the

opposing lane do create the chance for the left turns from the exclusive left turn lane to make

maneuvers. According to the HCM Chapter 9, the adjusted saturation flow rate, s,, during

the period of g^ can be computed using the following formula:

s, = s/El2 (3-5)

where

Sq = the permitted saturation flow rate during the period of g^; ^

s = the protected saturation flow rate; and

El2 = the left turn equivalence as determined from Equation 9-22 in the HCM.

the queue continues to accumulate throughout the period ofg^ with the net green arrival rate

of(% - Sq) while the opposing queue is being serviced. The maximum queue, indicated on

Figure 3-4 as Q^, can be computes as follows:

Qq = Qr + (qg-Sq)*gq (3-6)
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Thereafter, the LT vehicles will filter through the opposing traffic at a rate determined

by the opposing vohune. This is indicated on Figures 3-3 and 3-4 as the permitted saturation

flow rate, Sp. The net departure rate is shown as the difference between the permitted

saturation flow rate and the green arrival rate, which is equal to (Sp -
q^). Fortunately, the

HCM Chapter 9 worksheets akeady provide the means to compute these values. The value

of gq is determined expUcitly on the supplemental worksiieet for permitted left turns. The

value of permitted saturation flow rate, Sp, may be determmed as

Sp = s/Eli (3-7)

where

Sp = the permitted saturation flow rate;

s = the protected saturation flow rate; and

En = the left turn equivalence as determined fi-om Figure 9-7 in the HCM.
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Figure 3-3. Queue accumulation polygon for a permitted left tiun fi-om an exchisive

lane with opposing lane number greater than one.
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Figure 3-4. Queue accumulation polygon for a permitted left turn from an exclusive

lane with opposing lane nimiber equal to one.

Green Time Extension for Permitted Movements

The model for estimating the effective green time extension, g„ assumes that the

arrivals after the queue has been serviced will be free-flowing as they cross the detector. This

will not be the case for permitted left turns. A complex stochastic model would be required

to treat this situation in detail.

ft should, however, be possible to use the left turn equivalence, Eli, described above

as an approximation in this situation. In other words, the equivalent through voliune, Vl Eli,

would be used in place ofthe actual left turn volume, Vl The green extension tune must be

determined using an equivalent through vobme of(Vy + VlEli) in place ofthe actual volume

of(V, + Vl).

m
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Effect of Sneakers

Sneakers are permitted LT vehicles that exit the intersection at the end ofthe green

phase, usually during the intergreen interval It is common to assume that a maximum oftwo

vehicles per cycle may be released from the queue. Sneakers are treated imphcitly in the

Chapter 9 worksheets by inq)osing a lower hmit oftwo vehicles per cycle on the capacity of

each exclusive LT lane with permitted movements. For purposes ofthis analysis, sneakers

must be recognized expUcitly m the QAP. This requkes the definition of some new terms:

• Maximum Sneakers, S„: The maximum number ofLT vehicles released at the end

ofthe green phase assuming that the LT queue has not akeady been serviced.

• Permitted phase terminal queue, Qp: The number of vehicles accumulated at the

end ofthe permitted phase before sneakers have been released.

• Adjusted permitted phase terminal queue, Qp': The nimiber ofvehicles accumulated

at the end ofthe permitted phase after sneakers have been released.

• Actual Sneakers, S^: The actual number ofsneakers released at the end ofthe green

phase. This is determined as Min (S^, Qp).

For the piupose of ilhistration, the effect of sneakers on the QAP for the condition,

n^ > 1, is shown in Figure 3-5. This illustrates the case in which the phase is terminated by

the maximum green tune before the queue ofLT vehicles is completely serviced. If Q-is

greater than zero, then the maximum phase length will be displayed as a pretimed equivalent.

The adjusted permitted phase terminal queue, Qp', is equal to Qp minus S^. If Qp' is greater

than zero, then the v/c ratio for the approach will be exceeded. These parameters will be

mvolved in a more complex way in the analysis of compound left turn protection.
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Figure 3-5. Queue accumulation polygon for a permitted left turn from an exclusive

lane with sneakers.

Multi-Lane Approaches

IfLT vehicles are accommodated m an exclusive lane, it is reasonable to assume that

there will be additional lanes available to handle the through traffic. It is also expected that

the detectors installed in both the through and left turn lanes will activate and extend the same

phase. Under these conditions, the queue service tune, g^^,, for the through and LT lanes will

be different. The required phase tune (RPT) is the sum of lost time (t,), effective extension

time (ge = Cg + I - tei ) and the maximum value ofthrough queue service time,
g^j,

(= g^), and

left turn queue service time,
g^^, (= g,,

+ g^):

RPT = Max ( Through g,,,,. Left turn g^,,) + t, + g, (3-8)

and eg must be determined usmg an equivalent through vohmie of(Vt+ VlEl,) in place ofthe

actual volume of (V^^ + Vl).
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Shared Lane Permitted Left Turns

The shared lane permitted left turn case is only sUghtly more compUcated than the

exchisive lane permitted left turn case. The additional complication may be seen in the QAPs

shown in Figures 3-6 and 3-7. The concept of free green, gf, must be mtroduced here. In an

exclusive left tum lane, the first vehicle in the queue will always be an LT vehicle. However,

m a shared lane, the first vehicle could be either a through or LT vehicle. The portion of

effective green blocked by the clearance ofan opposing queue is designated as g,,. During the

tune, an LT vehicle may be stopped by the opposing traffic, but a through vehicle will not.

Until the first left-turning vehicle arrives, however, the shared lane is unaffected by left

turners. The free green represents the average green tune from the beginning of green that

will be available to move through vehicles in the shared lane. The Chapter 9 supplemental left

tum worksheets provide a method for computing g^ and gf. As indicated on Figm^es 3-6 and

3-7, there will be a net discharge rate of (s - q^) diuing the free green interval, and the queue

remaining at the end ofthe interval is represented as Qf.

The conq)utation for queue service time, g^^,, is more con^Hcated for a shared lane

than that for an exclusive left tum lane or through lane. Basically, the g^^, for a shared lane

can be divided into two parts. One is the green time before the beginning ofthe actual queue

service time (gj, and the other one is g, itself

In Figure 3-6, since g^ is greater or equal to g^ the g^,, is just equal to the sum of g^

and gj. Note that according to the HCM Chapter 9, Q, can be confuted based on the number

of the opposing lanes. The detail description for the computation of Q^ is in the HCM

Chapter 9. Figure 3-7 represents the scenario that g^ is less than gf. The accumulated queue.
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Q, wWch belongs to through vehicles, wiD be served at a net service rate of (s -
q^). Assume

the time to clean all ofthese accumulated through vehicles is designated as g,. If gf is less than

gp then g^ will equal the sum of gf and g^. On the other hand, if gf is greater or equal to g„

then gqs,just equals g, because g, is zero for this condition. The time to clear all acciunulated

through vehicles, g,, may be represented by Equation 2-6. The computation for g^,, may be

summarized as the following equations. If g^ is greater than or equal to gg, the queue service

time, gqs„ can be computed as

gqst = gq + gs (3-9)

Ifgq is less than g^ the formula for the computation ofthe queue service time, g^^,, becomes

gqst = gf + gs when gf<g, (3-10)

gqst = gt when gf>g, (3-11)

The remainder ofFigures 3-6 and 3-7 follows the same process as the exclusive lane

cases shown in Figure 3-3 and 3-4. The permitted movement saturation flow rate for the

shared lane must, however, be computed somewhat differently. In an exchjsive LT lane, the

left turn equivalence. El,, was applied to all ofthe vehicles in the LT lane. In a shared lane,

it is only appropriate to apply this factor to the LT vehicles. So, Sp should be computed as

^P
=

1 + Pl(El, - 1) (3-12)

v^4lere

Pl = the proportion of left tums in the shared lane, as conq)uted by the supplemental

worksheet for permitted left tums, and all other terms are as defined previously.
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Cg should be computed in the same mamier as described for the exclusive LT lane case and

using an equivalent through volume of (V^ + Vl Eli) instead ofthe actual volume.
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Figure 3-6. Queue accumulation polygon for a permitted left turn from a shared lane
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Figure 3-7. Queue accumulation polygon for a permitted left turn from a shared lane
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Compniind Left Tixm Protection

The QAP concept may be extended to cover the case in which an LT movement

proceeds on both permitted and protected phases from an exclusive lane. One important

difference between the ample permitted LT phasing and the compound protected LT phasing

is the assignment of detectors to phases. It is assumed that detectors will be installed in all

LT lanes to ensure that LT vehicles will not face a permanent red signal. The discussion of

simple permitted LT phasing assumes that the detector in the LT lane (either shared or

exchisive) will actuate the same phase as the concurrent through traflfic. On the other hand,

it is logical to assume that a protected left turn will have a detector that actuates the protected

left turn phase. This has very unportant implications for the analysis ofconfound left turn

protection. It means that LT vehicles will not extend the permitted phase. When they occupy

the detector during the permitted phase, they will sunply be placing a call for their own

protected phase. In the analysis ofcompound left turn protection, it is necessary to make a

strong distinction between protected plus permitted (leading), and permitted phis protected

(lagging) left turn phasings. Each ofthese cases will be analyzed separately.

Protected Plus Permitted Phasing

The QAP for protected plus permitted phasing is presented in Figure 3-8. In Figiu-e

3-8, it is necessary to note that ifthe number of opposing lanes, n<,pp, is greater than one, s

will be equal to zero. Keep in mind that the QAP is used for the purpose of determining the

length ofthe protected phase only. The length ofthe permitted phase will be determined by

the simple process of its corresponding through phase because there are no permitted left

turns that actuate the detector. The The most important piece ofinformation provided by

^:^
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the QAP in this case is the size ofthe queue accumulated at the beginnmg ofthe green arrow,

C^. With protected phis permitted phasing, this is equal to the queue at the end of eflfective

red time, Q.. Given Q^, the determmation of green time follows the sinq)le procedure for

protected movements.
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Figure 3-8. Queue accumulation polygon for protected plus permitted LT phasing with

an exclusive LT lane.

Permitted Plus Protected Phasing

This case is illustrated in Figure 3-9, which is essentially the same as Figure 3-8,

except that the order ofthe phases has been reversed. It is very important to note that the

protected (green arrow) phase must be presented last in both cases, because this is the phase

A^ose length we are trying to determine.

Again, it is needed to know the number ofvehicles accumulated at the beginning of

the green arrow phase, C^^, which is equal to Q,' in this case. This will raise an interesting
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question. Suppose that the vahie ofQp' is zero. This could happen ifthe permitted phase was

able to accommodate all ofthe left turns. Theoretically, the protected phase should never be

called under these conditions. However, there is a stochastic element which dictates that all

ofthe phases will be called occasionally. In this scenario, the adjusted minimum phase time

will be used to estimate the phase time for this protected phase.
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Figure 3-9. Queue accumulation polygon for permitted plus protected LT phasing with
an exclusive LT lane.

AppUcations *

The analysis presented in this chapter fills the gaps left in the prehminary

methodology. The conplete analytical basis for a practical computational method to predict

traffic actuated signal timing are conducted. This method should be sensitive to a wide range

of actuated controller parameters. The QAP concept is especially attractive because it can

provide a clear picture for estimating the signal timing. Another essential benefit is that it can
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also provide a direct estimate ofthe uniform delay that is compatible with the current HCM

Chapter 9 delay model The methodology presented in this chapter will be incorporated into

the computational framework described in the preUminary model structiu-e to develop a

conplete model implementation for predicting the signal timing at a traflBc-actuated signalized

intersection. The model implementation and model evaluation will be presented in the next

two chapters, respectively.
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CHAPTER 4

MODEL IMPLEMENTATION

.'.-. I't^.-^'.

Introduction v^
;;J

A specific analysis program, ACT3-48, was developed by Courage and Lin in this

study as a tool to implement the developed analytical model and procedure to predict the

traflSc-actuated signal timing. The original worksheets have also been modified in accordance

to the analytical model to cover all possible movements described in Chapter 3. The ACT3-

48 program can produce intermediate outputs in a forvaaX identical to the modified

worksheets. The con^uter program is required because the iterative nature ofthe procedure

makes it totally inq)ractical for manual unplementation. The program is able to evaluate the

proposed analytical models using a variety of data. In this chapter, the computer program

structure and logic are presented. v;

The analytical model developed in this study is for isolated mode of actuated

operation. An eflFective method to predict the phase times for coordinated mode of actuated

operation is to apply the analytical model for isolated mode to predict the phase times of

actuated phases and then properly assign the imused phase times to the non-actuated phases

(arterial through movements). By appropriate implementation of the analytical model for

isolated mode, a procediwe has been built to predict the phase times for coordinated mode,

v^ch will also be addressed in this chapter.

80
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Structure and Logic ofthe ACT3-48 Program

The major structure of the ACT3-48 program is shown in Figure 4-1. It is not

diflBcuh to recognize an iterative loop inside the flow chart. The iterative loop is required to

make the cycle tune converge to a stable value. The program structure is divided into six

major parts: 1) Data Input, 2) Lane Group Specification, 3) Accumulated Queue

Computation, 4) Extension Tune Computation, 5) Required Phase Time Computation, and

6) Cycle Time Adjustments. These six parts will be addressed separately.

Data Input

The data input for the ACT3-48 program is fi^om the WHICH program, which not

only has a user-fiiendly input scheme, but also provides sufficient information for actuated

operations. After the data is input, the ACT3-48 program can be executed from WHICH to

process these data and compute phase times.

In the "control q)ecification" shown in Figure 4-1, control treatments are determined

first according to the input data. These treatments include left turn types (protected,

permitted or confound protection), phase swaps and overlaps. In addition, a left turn

equivalence, El„ is computed. Finally, the phase sequence pattern is recorded.

The phase sequence pattern needs to get more attention because in each iteration, it

is required for the accumulated queue computation and phase time prediction. The

computation ofmost time elements such as g, r, gf and g^ in the QAP are also based on the

phase sequence pattern. The uiitial phase pattern is from the mput ofWHICH . Due to the

dual-ring control logic, the phase sequence pattern may change during the iterative process.

Therefore, possible phase sequence patterns are required to be considered in the program
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Figure 4-1. Major structure ofthe ACT3-48 program.



There are eight possible cases ofphase sequence patterns in all. For the purpose of

illustration, only the phase sequence patterns in the north-south direction are shown in figures.

Case 1 is a standard case for permitted turns which is shown in Figure 4-2. Case 2 is the

phase sequence for leading green which is shown in Figure 4-3. In contrast to Case 2, Case

3 is the phase sequence for lagging green which is presented in Figure 4-4. Case 4 shown in

Figure 4-5 is the phase sequence for leading and lagging green. Case 5 is a left turn phase

with leading green which is shown in Figure 4-6. Case 6 is leading dual left timis, and Case

7 is lagging dual left turns. Cases 6 and 7 are shown in Figures 4-7 and 4-8, respectively. In -.

Cases 6 and 7, the phases for dual left turns will terminate simultaneously. Finally, Case 8 * -.

shown in Figure 4-9 is leading and lagging with dual left turns. Case 4 and Case 8 are

interchangeable. For exattq)le, when the volume ofnorthbound left turn volumes are heavy

^ - % 1.

and through traffic is Ught, Case 4 may become Case 8.

4< >>
i 4

X

X A

Figure 4-2. Case 1: Phase sequence for simple permitted turns.
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Figure 4-3. Case 2: Phase sequence for leading green.
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Figure 4-4. Case 3: Phase sequence for lagging green.
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Figure 4-5. Case 4: Phase sequence for leading and lagging green.
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Figure 4-6. Case 5: Phase sequence for LT phase with leading green.
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Figure 4-7. Case 6: Phase sequence for leading dual left turns.
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Figure 4-8. Case 7: Phase sequence for lagging dual left turns.
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t

Figure 4-9. Case 8: Phase sequence for leading and lagging with dual left turns.

In "actuated parameter specification", the actuated parameters are specified based on

each NEMA phase which was defined in Chapter 2. The actuated parameters consist of

minimum initial, maximum initial, minimum phase time, maximum green time, allowable gap

recall, detector configuration and so on. Based on the control specification and the actuated

parameter specification. Worksheet 1: Traffic-actuated Control Input Data can be produced
;

by the ACT3-48 program.

Lane Group Specification ' ^^ • *^ .^

In "lane group specification", the ACT3-48 program wiH determine the phase

movements for each NEMA phase and the lane group movement within each NEMA phase.

For exanq)le, ifa NEMA phase inchides all left turns, through traffic and right turns, the phase

movement ofthis NEMA phase will be specified as "LTR". If a lane group within the NEMA

phase is just for through and right tums, it should be presented as "TR". The purpose for this

specification is to associate each ofthe lane group with its NEMA phase.

^^^
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The lane group specification is convenient and necessary for later computation. For

example, the phase time computation for permitted left turn movement fi-om an exclusive lane

("L") will be different from that for through and right turn movements ("TR"). In addition,

the ACT3-48 program will also determine the traffic volume (veh/hr), arrival rate (veh/sec),

saturation flow (veh/hr) and departure rate (veh/sec) for each lane group based on the input

data from WHICH . Worksheet 2: Lane Group Data is then generated.

Accumulated Queue Computation

In a new iteration, the most important step is to create a new queue accumulation

polygon (QAP). With the phase sequence pattern, phase times and other information from

the last iteration, the new QAP can be produced easily for simple through or protected

phases. It becomes more difficult in computation for permitted left turns from either an

exclusive or a shared LT lane and compoimd left turn protection because more mformation

is required before accmnulated queues can be computed.

In the analytical model for permitted left turns from an exclusive lane, the opposing

queue service time, g^, is needed for QAP. For the permitted left turns from a shared LT lane,

both gq and free green, g^ are required. In the compound LT protection, an exclusive LT lane

is assumed, so g^ must be obtained. Fortunately, the method for estimating g,, and gf has been

presented inHCM Chapter 9, \\hich is used in this study to compute g^ and gf. In the ACT3-

48 program, the computation of g^ is based on 1994 version ofHCM Chapter 9. Since the

con^jutation ofgf is based on the length of green tune in the latest HCM version which may

cause unrehable convergence of cycle length, the method presented m 1985 HCM Chapter

9 is used instead. Based on the number of opposing lanes, there are two scenarios described



in the HCM Chapter 9 for the computation of g^ and gf. Ifthe number of opposing lanes is

one, the single lane scenario is appUed. Otherwise, the multi-lane scenario is used. ;,

For the shared lane condition, the Pl factor must be considered, which is the

proportion ofleft turns in the diared lane. The value ofPl is influenced by many factors such

as proportion ofleft turns, niunber of lanes, left turn saturation factor, effective green in the

lane group and so on. In each iteration, the value ofPl will be computed by the ACT3-48 :

program using the method described in HCM Chapter 9. The value ofPl will influence the

volumes on the shared LT lane and other existing through lanes in the next iteration. Thus,

* (f • • *

the arrival rate of each lane group will be slightly changed.
{ •-.>,... f^

^
Since the behavior ofleft tums from a shared lane is more compUcated than that from

•^ an exclusive lane, the treatment for the shared lane should be different. A shared lane group

specification is necessary and will be made by the ACT3-48 program. The movement ofthe

first lane group for the phase with a shared lane will be specified as "LT". However, ifthere

is only one lane total, it will be ^edfied as "LTR". The method of specification for other lane

groups is the same as before. Based on the value of Pl, the arrival rates for the shared lane

condition wiH be modified. Note that according to the HCM Chapter 9, the saturation flow

rate for the other through lanes in the same approach with the shared lane will be reduced to

91 percent of its original value due to the shared lane effect. The departure rates for the

through lanes also need to be modified.

Next, based on the derivation in the model development, green arrival and red arrival

|;m rates are then computed based the arrival type of the movements. For fiilly-actuated

operation, progression efiects are not important, so arrival type 3 is adopted for fixlly-actuated

hr,:
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operation. Therefore, the red arrival rate is the same as the green arrival rate. For

coordinated semi-actuated operation, the arrival types other than type 3 can be specified for

the coordinated phases on the artery.

Now, it is ready to compute the accumulated queues in the QAP. Basically, there are

different kinds of queues reqmred to be computed by the ACT3-48 program for the phases

with permitted left turns. The first kind of queue is called Q^ which is the queue at the

beginning of the effective green time. This queue is mainly accumulated during the red

period. The second one is called Qg which is the queue accumulated at the end office green

gf The third kind ofqueue is called Q,,, wWch is the queue accumulated at the end of e^. For

the through movements or simple protected LT movements (not compound left turn

protection), Q,,
= Qf =

Qf.

For the compound protection, according to the analytical model, the Q^ of LT

movements in the permitted portion of protected plus permitted phasing is the only the

accumulated queue during g^ period. The queue of LT movement at the beginning of

protected portion ofpermitted plus protected phasing is the residual queue ofthe permitted

phase minus the sneakers.

Extension Time f^onyutation

In the extension time confutation, the parameters such as the minimum headway (A)

and the proportion of fiee vehicles (cp) and X are calculated first. Next, the equivalent

through vohime described in Chapter 3 is computed to accommodate the effect ofpermitted

left turns. The equivalent through volume is used in place of the actual volume in the
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extension time computation. The extension time will be coiiq)uted based on the method

specified (bunched arrival model or random arrival model) by the program user. Ifthe HCM

Chapter 9 Appendix n method is ^edfied, no extension time computation will be performed.

Required Phase Tune Computation

In the "green model", the required phase times of an iteration are computed. The

required phase times include two major parts. One is the queue service time and the other

one is the extension time after queue service. Based on the accumulated queue length and net

vehicle departure rate (net service rate), the queue service tune, g^^,, can be obtained. The

effective extension time, g^, can also be computed based on the extension model. The lost

time per phase, t,, is an input value. Thus, the phase time, PT, is just the sum of g^^,, g^ and

t,. However, it cannot exceed the maximum phase time or fall below the adjusted minimimi

phase time. Worksheets 3, 4, and 5 will then be produced by the ACT3-48 program

Cycle Time Adjustments

In each iteration, the new estimated phase tunes must be processed through the dual-

ring operation according to the phase swap specification and termination type (independent

or simuhaneous). After the dual-ring operation, the phase times and their corresponding cycle

length are obtained. This cycle length will be conpared vAth the previous cycle length. Ifthe

convergence ofcycle length is reached or the number of iterations exceeds 40, the ACT3-48 /

program will terminate and produce the final cycle length and phase times. If not, the

program will proceed with the associated adjustment related to the phase time and continue

next iteration. It is necessary to note that the phase sequence pattern will be checked here to

keep the later computation on the right track.

;.v-

s > . '\A
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Extension ofthe Development of Coordinated Operations

Pretimed coordination often performs very well under high volumes and predictable

conditions. However, it is unable to provide the flexibility for a low volume scenario or

variable demand. On the other hand, actuated controllers have the capabihty to improve the

shortcoming ofpretimed control and handle variable demand. Semi-actuated operation has

been successfixlly adopted at isolated intersections and coordinated systems [34].

The phase tunes of an isolated semi-actuated operation can be easily estimated by

settmg the maximum recall to the arterial in the previous developed analytical model for fully-

actuated operation. Akhough the analytical model in the isolated mode is not vaUd for the

coordinated one, it is possible to apply the analytical model iteratively to converge to a

solution that satisfies all of the requirements of coordination. The analytical model and

procedure for predicting the signal timing for fiilly-actuated operation have already been

in:q)lemented in the ACT3-48 program A separate procedure that makes iterative use of

ACT3-48 as an external module to predict the signal timing for coordinated semi-actuated

operations will be demonstrated in this section.

Description ofthe Procedure

In the isolated mode of actuated operation, the phase times and cycle length are

mainly dependent on the traffic demands indicated by vehicle detectors. In a coordinated

mode, the controller is constrained to operate on a specified background cycle length with the

constraints placed on the l^gth of all ofthe phases. Some ofthe benefits of traffic-actuated

operation are eUminated. However, the coordinated mode produces the benefits ofimproved

progression and reduced delay ofthe arterial traffic.
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Due to the constraint ofthe specified background cycle length, the signal timing for

a coordinated intersection is based on a pretimed equivalent. The actuated controller must

operate within the constramt but any green time not used by the actuated phases may be

reassigned to the through movements on the arterial street which generally carries heavier

traffic vohmies. Therefore, an eflfective method to estimate the phase times for coordinated

node is to apply the proposed analytical model for isolated mode to predict the phase times

of actuated phases and then properly reassign the difference between the computed cycle

length fi-omthe model and the specified background cycle length to the non-actuated phases

(arterial through movements). ..

The procedure [56] for adopting the ACT3-48 program to coordinated operation

mvolves the following steps: •
./ t

1. Set up the controller timing parameters for the ACT3-48 initial run. The

coordinated arterial phases (usually 2 and 6) should be set for recall to maximum.

The maximum green times for all phases should be determined by then- respective

splits in the pretimed signal timing. No recall modes should be specified for any

ofthe actuated phases.

2. Perform the timing computations with ACT3-48 to determine the resulting cycle

length. Ifthe maximum green times have been specified correctly in step 1, then

the computed cycle length will not exceed the specified cycle length.

3

.

Ifthe conqjuted cycle length is equal to the specified cycle length, then there is no

green time available for reassignment. In this case the procedure will be complete

and the final signal timing will be produced.



4. Ifthe computed cycle length is lower than the specified cycle length, then some

time should be reassigned to the arterial phases. This is accompHshed by

increasing the maximum green times for phases 2 and 6. In the procedure, one

half of the difference between the computed cycle and the specified cycle is

assigned to the arterial phases. This provides a reasonable speed of convergence

without overshooting the specified cycle length.

5. Repeat steps 2 through 4 until the conqjuted and ^ecified cycle lengths converge.

This procedure has also been implemented in software. A program called NONACT
-

- . ; f
was developed in cooperation with the ACT3-48 program to predict the phase times for ;

"

coordinated semi-actuated operation. The con^utational procedure is simple and an iterative

procedure is also involved. The NONACT program can set up the input data, execute ACT3-

48 as an extemal program and read results. Since the ACT3-48 program obtains its data fi^om

WHICH data file, the NONACT program must make changes to that file to implement steps

2 through 4 as described above. The NONACT program will run ACT3-48 iteratively until

the conq)uted cycle length converges to the specified background cycle length.



CHAPTERS
MODEL TESTING AND EVALUATION

Introduction

The structure and details ofthe proposed analytical model and procedure for traflfic-

actuated operation in both isolated and coordinated modes have been described. The model

and procedure v^diich are inq)lemented in the ACT3-48 program may be used to predict the

average phase times and cycle length wdiich are gmerated by a traffic-actuated controller with

specified traffic data and operating parameters. In this chapter, testing is performed first to

evaluate the developed analytical models by NETSIM simulation and field data for fiilly-

actuated operation. Then, other testings are performed to examine the performance ofthe

NONACT program v^ch implements the proposed procedxire to predict the phase times of

coordinated semi-actuated operation. Finally, an intensive evaluation is conducted to e>q)lore

the headway distributions of vehicular arrivals at the stophne (due to the use of presence

detectors) produced by the analytical model and the NETSIM simulation model which may

cause the difference on the phase time prediction for fiiUy-actuated operation.

Fully-actuated Operation

Three major tasks were performed to evaluate the analytical models for fixlly-actuated

operation. The first task is to compare the predicted cycle length between the analytical

model and NETSIM with a very single exan5)le with a two-phase traffic-actuated operation.

94
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The second task is to compare the phase time estimates between the analytical model and

NETSIM with diflFerent hypothetical examples including four HCM Chapter 9 sanq)le

calculations and five hypothetical exan^les. The last task is to con^are the predicted phase

times between the analytical model and NETSIM with those fi-om real field data.

Cycle Length Comparison with a Two-phase TrafiSc-actuated Example

The objective of this testing focuses on the comparison of estimated cycle lengths

among the HCM Appendix 11 method, proposed analytical model and NETSIM simulation. ^ ,

The cycle lengths were determined as a fimction ofthe traffic volume level by four methods:

1) the HCM Appendix n method given in Equation 2- 1 assuming the recommended 95% v/c

ratio; 2) theHCM Appendix n method based on the iterative procedure with adjusted vehicle

mmunum; 3) the proposed analytical model vsdth bunched exponential arrivals; and 4)

shnulation by NETSIM, using the traffic-actuated control option. Note that methods 2 and

3 were performed by the ACT3-48 program and the results of each NETSIM run were

summarized by the NETCOP postprocessor.

Consider the intersection shown in Figure 2-5. This is a trivial intersection with four

single-lane approaches carrying the same through traffic. All approaches are configured

identically. For sin5)Hcity, a saturation flow rate of 1800 vphgpL, corresponding to a headway

of2 seconds per vehicle, will be assumed. A 30-ft long detector is placed at the stopline for

each approach. Each phase has been assigned the same constant parameters as follows.

Intergreen time is 4 seconds. Lost time is 3 seconds per phase. Minimum phase time and

maximum phase tune are set at 20 and 70 seconds, respectively. Assuming there are no

pedestrian tuning features and no volume-density features.



Relatively long maximiim phase times have been selected to ensure that the timing is

not constrained artificially. This will give a better msight into the cycle computation

procediu-e. The traffic volumes and the allowable gap setting were both varied to examine

the sensitivity ofthe analytical model and the NETSIM simulation model to these parameters.

The vohmie was varied throughout the range of 100 to 800 vehicles per hoxu", per approach.
"

Three allowable gap settings of 1.5, 3.0 and 4.5 seconds were used to represent low, medium

and high values respectively. The results are presented on four figures: '•

'
.

:•<>
^

Figure 5-1: representing a 1.5-sec allowable gap setting. . :• C ;.
;.

Figure 5-2: representing a 3.0-sec allowable gap setting.

Figure 5-3: representing a 4.5-sec allowable gap setting.

Figure 5-4: representing a composite ofFigures 5-1, 5-2, and 5-3 for comparison.
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Figure 5-1. Cycle length computation for a 1.5-sec allowable gap setting.
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Figure 5-2. Cycle length computation for a 3.0-sec allowable gap setting.
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r' Figure 5-3. Cycle length computation for a 4.5-sec allowable gap setting.
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Figure 5-4. Con^osite cycle length confutations with all gap settings.
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Some interesting observations may be made from these figures:

1. It is quite clear that all ofthe computational techniques yield longer cycle length

estimates than the current Appendix n method.

2. All ofthe models tested showed a credible sensitivity to the allowable gap setting.

As the gap setting increased, the cycle length increased. The specified maximum

cycle length of 140 seconds was reached for the proposed model and NETSIM

simulation at volume levels ranging from 750 to 800 vph on each approach.

3. All ofthe techniques produce a more gradual increase m cycle length throughout

the volume range than the Appendix 11 method. Note that the Appendix n cycle

length remains below the 40-sec minimum vahie until the volume exceeds 700

vph, and then rises very rapidly to an value of about 100 seconds. The other

<'*.-;
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methods all predict much longer cycle lengths than those fonn the Appendix n

method at much low volumes.

4. The bunched exponential gap extension model predicts cycle lengths that are very

close to those predicted by the gap extension model that assumes random arrivals.

The results ofboth models were plotted as a single curve in the figures.

5. NETSEM's cycle length estimates tend to be somewhat longer than the

corresponding estimates from the proposed analytical model. The reasons for

these differences will be ejq)lained in more detail later in this chapter.

. .V 4 y • t

\ i-\

Traffic Volume per Lane: (vph)

Figure 5-5. Percent ofphases terminated by maximum green time for each gap setting.

K,-

The stochastic nature ofthe NETSIM model provides a more detailed picture ofthe

variabihty ofthe operation from cycle to cycle. Based on the same traffic vohmie scale as the
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previous figures. Figure 5-5 shows the percent ofphases terminated on the maximum for the

three specified gap extension settings. This niformation was produced fi^om the NETSIM

results by the NETCOP postprocessor. In Figure 5-5, the percent ofphases terminated by

the maximum is aknost negligible with the 1.5-sec gap setting, even at the highest traffic

volume. On the other hand, all ofthe phases will terminate on the maximum time at higher

volumes for the longer gap settings.

Phase Time Comparison with Hypothetical Examples

To provide a general comparison between the HCM Chapter 9 Appendix 11 method

and the proposed analytical model, several example data sets, including four HCM Chapter

9 sample calculations and five hypothetical examples, were subjected to phase time estimates

by both models. Some ofthe traffic and operational data were modified slightly to increase

the range of conditions included in this analysis. NETSIM was used as the evaluation tool.

The results are plotted graphically in Figures 5-6 and 5-7. Both figures plot NETSIM phase

time estimates against the corresponding estimates from the analytical model.

Figure 5-6 shows a phase time comparison between the Appendix n method and

NETSIM. A considerable dispersion of the data points is evident in this figure. By

inspection, the slope ofthe linear regression line indicates that the simulated phases times are

much longer than those estimated by the Appendix n method. The correlation is low, as

evident in the R squared value of only 0.70. Figure 5-7 shows a phase time comparison

between the proposed model and NETSIM. The dispersion of the data points is much

smaller, indicating a much better agreement between the two techniques. This is confirmed

by a high R square value of 0.93. The regression hne is also close to 1; 1 slope.
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Phase Time from TRAF-NETSIM (sec)

Figure 5-6. Phase time con^arison between the Appendix II method and NETSIM.

10 20 30 40 50 60 70
Phase Time from TRAF-NETSIM (sec)

Figure 5-7. Phase time comparison between the proposed model and NETSIM.
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Phase Time Comparison with Field Data

To fiirther verify the analytical model, a field study was conducted at the intersection

of Museum Road and North-south Drive on the campus of the University of Florida in

Gainesville, Florida. In total, 32 hours of data were used in this evahiation which included

the morning peak, mid-day and the afternoon peak of three weekdays. The site is a four-

legged intersection with one through lane and one exclusive left turn bay about 250 feet in

length on each approach. The configuration of the studied intersection for the field data

evaluation is shown in Figure 5-8.

i
N-S Drive SB

N-S Drive NB

Figure 5-8. Intersection configuration of Museum Road and North-south Drive on
the campus ofthe University of Florida.



Standard dual-ring phasing applies with protected plus permitted left turns. The ideal

saturation flow rate is 1900 vehicles/hour. Pedestrian recall was set in the controller and the

duration forWALK phis Flashing DON'T WALK was 22 seconds. The intergreen time was

5 seconds. The allowable gap setting was 3.5 seconds for through movements and 2.5

seconds for left turns. All detectors were 25 feet in length placed at the stopline. The

minimum green tune was set at 16.5 seconds for through phases and 10 seconds for left turns.

The maxunum green time was set at 45 seconds for through phases and 15 seconds for left

tums on the heavier street. The corresponding ma?dmum green time settmgs for the minor

street were 30 and 10 seconds, respectively.

Figure 5-9 shows a phase time conq)arison between the estimates fi-om the analytical

model and field data. Two groups of data pomts are shown m the figure because the through

trafl&c phases tended to be longer than the left tum phases. Although the phase time estimates

from the model are shghtly higher than the measured field data for left tum phases (low

vohime), the regression hne is close to 1: 1 slope. The dispersion ofthe data points is small,

indicating that the phase time estimates fi-om the model are close to the field data. This is

confirmed by a very high R squared value of 0.95.

Figure 5-10 shows a phase tune comparison between NETSIM and field data. Two

groups ofdata pomts are also shown in the figure because the through traffic phases tended

to be longer than the left tmn phases. The phase times estimated by NETSIM are close to

the field data indicated by a very high R square value of 0.96. By mspection, the regression

line is close to 1 : 1 slope but shghtly above it. NETSIM shghtly overestimated the phase times

at this intersection.
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Figure 5-9. Phase time comparison between the analytical model and field data. ., ,
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Figure 5-10. Phase time comparison between NETSIM and field data.
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Coordinated Actuated Operation .

In order to examine the capability ofthe NONACT program which implements the

proposed procedure to predict the phase time of coordinated operation. NETSIM is also

used as the evahiation tool The estimated phase tunes from NONACT were compared with

those estimated by NETSIM simulation with ten different scenarios based on possible

intersection configuration, left turn treatments and traffic conditions.

Phase Time Relationship between a Cross Street and an Artery

A ample data set was used to examine how the timing ofphases change as the cross

street volume increases. The hypothetical intersection has four single-lane approaches

carrying only the through traffic. It is a two-phase coordinated semi-actuated operation. The

minimum and maxfanum phase times for the minor street are 15 and 30 seconds, respectively.

The allowable gap for the minor street is 3 seconds. The detectors are 30 feet long placed

at the stophne ofminor street approaches. The traffic volume on the arterial street is fixed

at 800 vph, vMe it varies from 100 to 800 vph on the cross street. The common background

cycle length is specified as 60 seconds, and the initial spUt is 30 seconds for both phases.

Figure 5- 1 1 is the phase time con:5)arison for arterial and cross streets between NONACT and

NETSIM under the sunplest scenario of coordinated operation.

Figure 5- 1 1 shows a reasonable relationship ofphase times between the arterial street

and cross street for both NONACT and NETSEVTs results. When the cross street vohime

increases, the phase times required by the cross street increase. Relatively, the phase times

assigned to the arterial street decrease, which is equal to the background cycle length minus

the minor street phase times. When the minor street volume is about 800 vph, the maximum
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phase time, 30 seconds, on the cross street is reached. Since the background cycle length is

60 seconds, 30 seconds ofphase time are also assigned to the arterial street.

Therefore, the curves ofphase times for both the arterial and cross streets converge

at 30 seconds. It is easy to observe that the phase tunes estimated by the NONACT program

are very close to those estimated by the NETSIM sunulation, which demonstrates that the

proposed procedure in the NONACT program is capable ofpredicting similar phase times for

coordinated semi-actuated operation to those by NETSIM simulation in the simplest scenario.

- - . ,? . '...* » .
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Ua\or street volume = 800 vph
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NONACT(A) -*~~ NETSIM(A) NONACT(C) -A- NETSIM(C)

Figure 5-11. Phase tune comparison between arterial street and cross street.

Phase Time Comparison with Hypothetical Scenarios

The objective ofthis test is to examine the performance ofthe NONACT program

wdiich implements the proposed procedure to predict the phase tune of coordinated actuated
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operation. The hypothetical data sets fall into 10 categories based on intersection

configuration, left turn treatment and niimber of lanes. These scenarios represent a wide

variety of conditions. The reason for using so many data sets is to generally test the

prediction capability of the proposed procedure for coordinated actuated operation. The

parameters are fixed for these 10 scenarios as follows:

Background cycle length: 120 seconds

Unit extension (all phases): 3 seconds

Intergreen (all phases): 4 seconds

Saturation flow rate: 1800 vehicles/hour

Minimum green time: 1 1 seconds (through movements)

6 seconds (left timis)

Maximiun green time: 56 seconds (approaches without left turn protection )

46 seconds (through phases)

26 seconds (protected left turn phases)

Figure 5-12 shows the phase time con^)arison between NONACT and NETSIM.

Note that in this comparison, all phase tune estimates belong to the actuated phases. The

predicted phase tunes from the NONACT program are very close to those estimated by

NETSIM. A very high R squared value of 0.97 is achieved which indicates the proposed

procedure can accurately predict the phase times for coordinated actuated operation in the

chosen exanqjles. The NONACT program is able to provide credible estimates ofphase times

for coordinated operation of a traflBc-actuated controller.
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10 20 30 40 50
Phase Time from TRAF-NETSIM (sec)

Figure 5- 12. Relationship of estimated phase times between NONACT and NETSIM,

$r--

Further Evaluation ofthe Analytical Model

In general, NETSIM simulation produces longer phase times than those from the

analytical model for most simulated phase times and shorter phase times when the simulated

phase times are short. A traffic-actuated controller terminates a given phase whenever a gap

appears at the detector that exceeds the allowable gap specified for that phase. Therefore,

the length ofa phase will depend heavily upon the probabiUty of a gap extended in the traffic

flow after the queue has been serviced. For example, a vehicular arrival distribution with a

higher accumulated probability to actuate a detector to extend the allowable gap after the

queue clearance will, in general, produce a longer phase time. Ifthe analytical and simulation

models do not have the same vehicular arrival headway distributions at the stopline (due to

the use ofpresence detectors), then systematic differences will be built into any phase time

< .^ • •• i

li^-. ;.
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conq)arison that will cause the resufts to diverge. Hence, an efifective approach to explore

these systematic diflferences is to examine the headway distribution ofvehicular arrivals at the

stopline produced by NETSIM and the proposed analytical model

Distribution ofAnivals by Bunched Model and NETSIM

The arrival headway distribution for the proposed analytical model is the bunched

negative exponential model which was described in Chapter 2. For the convenience of

explanation, its cumulative distribution fimction F(t) is expressed as follows: ' V :

F(t) = 1 - (pe -^(^ - ^)
fort > A /. '

(5-1)

= fort < A

The definitions of (j), X, and A are the same as those in chapter 2. Based on the input values

ofthe parameters needed in Equation 5-1, its accumulative probabiUty ofthe bunched arrival

model can be confuted. Equation 2-12 may be used to predict the expected extension time

Cg before a gap of a specific length occurs to terminate the green time.

In the current version ofNETSIM, it is inpossible to specify the characteristics ofthe

arrival distribution. Vehicles are released into each external Unk fi-om a mythical entry node

with constant headways that form a uniform distribution. NETSBVTs queue propagation

algorithm causes some bunching ofvehicles to occm as they proceed though the Unk. The

actual shape ofthe arrival distribution at any point downstream may depends variabihty of

speeds of vehicle types and the length ofthe Imk. It is very difficult to predict analytically.

b To demonstrate NETSDVfs arrival headway distribution mechanisms, several runs were made

IVt."CT '



in vMch traffic streams with diflferent flow rates were introduced into single-lane links with

different Unk lengths. Link lengths of 100, 1000, 2000 and 3000 feet are represented in

Figures 5-13 to 5-16, respectively. Traffic volumes of 100, 300, 500, 700 and 900 vph are

shown in each ofthe figures as separate curves. In these figures, the arrival headway is on

the horizontal axis, and the accimiulated probabihty is on the vertical axis. r

Figure 5-13 illustrates the uniform distribution ofentering vehicles which travel only

100 feet after they are introduced into the Unk. The shape ofthe arrival distribution 100 feet

downstream is very similar to that at the entering node because Uttle propagation occurs in

such short distance. Note that the acciunulated probability proceeds almost vertically between

zero and 100 percent at a headway value that is very close to the average headway. For

example a vohime of 300 vph reflects an average headway of 12 (=3600/300) seconds per

vehicle. The transition takes place very close to this headway value.

Figures 5- 14 through 5-16 demonstrate the effect of increasing the distance between

the point of entry and the point at which the distribution is observed. As this distance is

i
increased, the abrupt transition of Figure 5-13 gives way to a smoother transition with the

•^ characteristic shape of a bunched exponential distribution. It is foimd for the same traffic

volume that when the hnk length increases, the effect ofbxmching mcreases. For the same

link length, when the traffic volume increases, the effect ofbunching also mcreases. From

these observations it may be seen that NETSBM is indeed capable of producing arrival

^ distributions that agree quahtatively with our expectations. However, the parameters ofthe

l^t distributions vary with Unk length. This factor is not considered in the bunched exponential

\ distribution used in the analytical model

^^.f
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Figure 5-13. NETSIM arrival distributions for a single-lane link of 100-ft length.
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Figure 5-14. NETSIM arrival distributions for a single-lane link of 1000-ft length.
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Figure 5-15. NETSIM arrival distributions for a single-lane link of2000-ft length.
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Comparison ofAnalytical and Simulated Arrival Distributions :: ^

The analytical distributions are independent oflink length, but they naturally depend

heavily on the traflSc flow rate. Figures 5- 17 through 5-2 1 represent the conq)arison of arrival

, distributions between the analytical model and NETSEVI simulation on a single lane for low

C of 100, 300, 500, 700 and 900 vph, respectively. Separate curves are plotted on each figure

; for the analytical model and for the NETSEM distributions with diflFerent hnk lengths.

The results show a noticeable difference between the analytical and simulated

distributions with low traffic volumes as shown in Figure 5-17. When traffic volume

increases, the two methods tend to converge. However, even for the 900 vph level

represented in Figure 5-21, there is a visible difference between them, especially at headways

in the general range of typical unit extension times (i.e., less than 5 seconds) for traffic-

actuated controllers. This suggests that, at least for single lane operation, there will continue

to be a disparity between the signal tunings estimated by NETSEM and the proposed model.

If two models suggest a different probability of a gap equal to or less than the

specified vehicle interval for a given phase, then the model suggesting a higher probabiUty will

also estimate a longer green time for that phase. Now, inspection ofFigures 5-17 through

. "i 5-21 indicates that the proposed analytical model suggests a higher value ofphase time with

low traffic vohmies and a lower vahie with high traffic volumes. For mid-range volmnes, say

500 vph, comparison could go either way, depending on the hnk length. This result may

e>q)lain that in the previous phase time comparison, the proposed analytical model produces

;; longer phase times for low traffic volumes and longer phase times for medium and high

My- volmnes than those fi^om the NETSIM simulation model.
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Figure 5- 1 7. Coiiq)arison ofanalytical and sdmulation model arrival distributions for single-

lane, lOO-vph flow.
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Figure 5-18. Comparison ofanalytical and simulation model arrival distributions for single-

lane, SOO-vph flow.
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Figure 5-19. Comparison of analytical and simulation model arrival distributions for
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Figure 5-21. Comparison of analytical and simulation model arrival distributions for

single-lane, 900-vph flow.
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Figure 5-22. Optimal NETSIM single-lane link length for various phase termination

headway settmgs.
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It is possible to carry this analysis one step fiirther and determine the link length at

vsdiich an equal probability of a gap of any specified length or shorter would be produced by

both models. The resuhs are shown in Figure 5-22, which shows the "optimal" Unk length

for different traffic volumes and phase termination headways. The optimal link length is

defined here as the Unk length that would produce an equal probabihty of a headway of the

specified phase termination headway or shorter. The headway for phase termination must

be used here directly, as opposed to the gap, because the actual gap value for a given

headway will depend on the vehicle and detector lengths as well as the traffic speed. Note

that the optimal link lengths vary between 1000 and 3000 feet and decrease as traffic volimies

increase. The link lengths used m all ofthe sample problems were 2640 feet (one half mile).

Multiple Lane Arrival Headways

The preceding discussions and the results presented in Figures 5-17 through 5-22

assume a single lane operation. A similar comparison of arrival headway distributions for a

two-lane operation with vobmes of200, 600,1000 and 1800 vph is presented in Figures 5-23

through 5-26, respectively. Traffic volumes were increased because ofthe higher capacity

oftwo-lane fecilities. The same hnk lengths of 1000, 2000 and 3000 feet were used.

Examination ofthese figures shows a tendency that is similar to the single lane case

at low volumes (see Figure 5-23). The proposed analytical model produces higher

probabiUties of headway in the range of the phase termination headways. However,

differences in these estimates disappear quickly as traffic volumes increase. At high volumes
-.r

(see Figure 5-26) they are barely discemable. This suggests that the proposed analytical

model should show better agreement with NETSIM with respect to the controller operation.

1, *• >
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Figure 5-23. Comparison of analytical and simulation model arrival distributions for

two-lane, 200-vpli flow.
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Figure 5-24. Comparison of analytical and simulation model arrival distributions for
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Figure 5-25. Comparison of analytical and simulation model arrival distributions for

two-lane, 1000-vph flow.
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Figure 5-26. Comparison of analytical and simulation model arrival distributions for

two-lane, ISOO-vph flow.
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Other Modeling DJjBTerences

The differences in arrival headway distributions are an important source of disparity

between NETSIM and the proposed analytical model. They are also the easiest to e:>^lain.

They are not however, the only differences between the two techniques. There are some

stochastic aspects of the operation that do not lend themselves well to deterministic

approxunations. There is a significant divergence in the manner in which NETSIM and the

HCM treat traffic complexities such as permitted left turns from shared lanes. The proposed

analytical model has adopted the HCM approach as closely as possible in the treatment of

traffic. This is essential ifthe resuhs ofthis work are to be incorporated into the HCM.

The simulation runs presented in this dissertation were performed with the latest

available version ofNETSIM, a beta-test release ofVersion 5. This version has overcome

several deficiencies which are evident in its predecessors, however, it is anticipated that

additional enhancements to NETSIM will appear in the near fixture. For example, the changes

in the vehicle generation algorithms will be forthcoming to allow user specified arrival

headway distributions.

One ofthe most serious Umitations ofNETSIM at this point is the resolution ofthe

input data for the average departure headway. This is currently 0. 1 seconds, or about 5

percent of a typical departure headway. The HCM provides a method for estimating the

saturation flow rate to a level of precision that definitely exceeds its accuracy. This is a

currently insurmountable sowce of divergence between the two methods. For exan^le,

departure headways of 1.9, 2.0 and 2. 1 seconds conform to saturation flow rates of 1895,

1800 and 1714 vphgpl, respectively. Saturation flow rates between these vahies are not
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recognized by NETSIM. This problem was avoided in the most examples described in this

dissertation by setting the saturation flow rates to 1800 vphgpl. It is suggested that, when

a signaUzed intersection is operating at capacity, that 5 percent capacity increments are too

coarse for an accurate analysis.

si?' -'
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CHAPTER 6

EXTENDED REFINEMENT OF THE ANALYTICAL MODEL

Introduction

The previous chapters described a fiiUy fimctional computation model to compute the

average phase times and cycle length given the intersection configuration, traflBc volumes,

phasing and controller parameters. The model recognized all types of standard left turn

treatments including permitted, protected and compound left turn protection (protected plus

permitted or permitted phis protected). Permitted left turns could be made from either shared

or exclusive lanes. The model was implemented in a program called ACT3-48, with data

obtained directly from a data set created and edited by the WHICH program, which eliminates

the need fi)r a separate input data editor and fecilitates the corrq)arison ofthe ACT3-48 results

with the corresponding results from other methods such as NETSIM. The results of the

model evaluation in the last chapter are very encouraging. The model is analytically sound

and the conq)utational framework in which it has been implemented is robust. At this point,

the model is ready for fiirther refinement. In order to enhance the model to achieve a stronger

capability to predict phase times and cycle length for actuated operation, some additional

refinements of the analytical model are presented in this chapter. These refinements and

enhancements include

122
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1. Refinement ofthe analytical model for volume-density operation;

2. Refinement ofthe analytical model to incorporate fi"ee queue parameter; and

3. Incorporation ofthe analytical model into the HCM Chapter 9 procedure.

Refinement ofthe Analytical Model for Volume-density Operation

Volume-density operation is one version of traffic-actuated control which is best

suited for an mtersection with heavy volixme on all approaches and a high approach speed

(>35mph). In this operation, the controller employs a more complex set of criteria for

allocating time and terminating the phase. In addition to actuated design parameters in fiilly-

actuated operation, volimie-density controllers have variable initial and gap reduction

features, and detectors are usually placed at a distance fi^om the stoplme.

Volume-density Control Description

In volume-density control, the minimum initial interval (Mnl) is the minimum assured

green that is displayed. It must be long enough to allow vehicles stopped between the

detector on the approach and the stophne to get started and move into the intersection. On

some controllers the minimum green includes a minimum initial time plus a passage time. The

minimum initial interval diould be small to clear a minimum ofvehicles expected during Ught

vokune. Another timed interval called variable initial interval (or added initial interval) will

be added to the minimimi initial interval. The length ofthe variable initial interval shown in

Figure 6-1 is equal to the product of the number of vehicle arrivals on red and clearance

intervals and the ^ecified time interval for each vehicle actuation. This feature increases the

minimum assured green so it will be long enough to serve the actual number of vehicles

waiting for the green between the detector and the stophne.
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Figure 6- 1 . Variable initial feature for volume-density operation.

Another feature is gap reduction. The purposes of gap reduction are to reduce the

probability of"maxout" and to prevent phase termmation with vehicles m the "dilemma zone".

The gap reduction feature shown in Figure 6-2 is accon^hshed by the following functional

settings: time before reduction, passage time, mmimum gap and tune to reduce. These terms

need to be defined.

The time before reduction period begins when the phase is green and there is a

serviceable conflicting call (e.g. at tune t m Figure 6-2). The passage time is the tune

requked for a vehicle moving at average approach speed to travel fi-om the detector to the

stoplme. The normal approach speed is assumed to be the 85th percentile speed. Upon

completion of the time before reduction period, the hnear reduction of the allowable gap

e&-.'
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begins from the passage time to the minimum gap. The specified time for gap reduction is

called time to reduce. Thus, the gap reduction rate is equal to the difference between the

passage time and minimum gap settings divided by the setting of time to reduce. The

purpose of gap reduction from the passage time to the minimum gap is to reduce the

probabihty ofmaxout. In volume-density control, the last vehicle that actuates the detector

before the allowable gap expires can extend the phase by one passage time. Therefore, this

vehicle can safely pass the intersection and avoid the dilemma zone.

a
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4>M

u
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H
a,
m
O

Time Before Reduction

^<
X Passage Time

\ Minimimi<
L \

r<rime To Reduc^

* ^« (

r r '.

Green Time (seconds)

Figure 6-2. Gap reduction feature for volume-density operation.

Modehng ofVolume-density Control

The previously developed analytical model is used to predict the phase tune of any

movement in a fiilly-actuated operation. However, it can also be apphed to estunate the
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phase duration for through vehicles and protected left tmns for volume-density control if

proper refinements ofthe analytical model are done. In this study, the time before reduction

is asstuned to be zero for simphcity and the gap reduction begins at the green phase. The

proposed refinements to the model will be introduced next and a simple example appUcation

will follow.

Refinement ofthe Analytical Model

The main difierences between the volume-density and basic fiilly-actuated operations

are the minimum green time settings, the detector configuration, the gap reduction feature and

the passage time setting for the last vehicle actuation. The refinement ofthe analytical model

for volimie-density operation focused on these areas.

. I. \

The initial mterval (H) (adjusted minimimi green time) for voliune-density operation

is equal to the specified minimum green time (Smn) plus variable initial (added initial)

subjected to the constraint of^edfied maximum initial setting, where the specified minimum

green time here is equal to the minimum initial mterval (Mnl) phis starting gap (SG). It is

common to choose a value for the starting gap which is equal to the passage tune fi-om the

detector to the stopline. The variable niitial interval is the product ofthe number ofvehicles

arrival on red the phase and the specified time for each vehicle actuation. The vahie of

variable initial interval can be computed as follows:

Variable Initial Interval (VII) = Q, * t^,, (6-1)

where

Qr = number of arrivals during previous red and clearance intervals; and

fiirv tact
^ specified time per actuation.
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Then, the initial interval (H) is equal to the sum ofthe specified minimum green (Smn)

and variable initial interval (VII). However, this value cannot exceed the specified maximum

initial interval (Smx). Therefore,

Initial Interval (11) = Min. (Smn + VII, Smx)
. '"i'^ ? (6-2)

where

Smn = specified minimum green time; and '
< • > - '

Smx = specified maximxmi initial interval. ' L *' '•

The analytical model appUes the queue accmnulation polygon to compute the queue

service time and the bunched arrival model to estimate the vehicle extension time after queue

clearance. Based on the confutation oftotal queue service time, QST (= t,, + g^^,), and total

vehicle extension time, EXT (= e^ + I), the final phase time, PT, can be obtained which is

equal to the sum of QST and EXT. To estimate the phase times for the volume-density

operation, the computation of the total queue service time, QST, needs to be modified

because the location ofpresence detector is not necessarily at the stopline.

In the analytical model for fiilly-actuated operation, the detector is assumed to be

placed at the stopline. However, It is common with volume-density control that the detector

setback is greater than zero. In the queue discharge process when the signal turns green, the

length ofmovmg queue will decrease gradually ifthe volume to capacity ratio (v/c) is less

than 1.0.

The last moving queue will pass through the upstream detector first and then the

stoplme. The queue service time is defined as the time required to serve the queue beyond

the detector. Therefore, the queue service time for volume-density control, in general, is
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diorter than that for fully-actuated operation. The proposed refined model will use the total

queue service time ofthe fiiDy-actuated operation mmus a passage tune to estimate the queue

service time for the volimie-density operation. This will be called computed queue service

time (CQST).

The initial interval (adjusted minimum green) is the assured green that will be

diq)layed. I^ at the end ofthe initial interval, the length ofthe farthest backup queue (FBQ)

fi-om the stopline does not reach the upstream detector, the final queue service time should

be equal to the minimum value of the initial interval and computed queue service time. For

example, ifthe initial interval is less than the computed queue service time, the final queue

service time is the initial interval because for the upstream detector the queue has been cleared

at the end ofinitial interval Ifthe FBQ exceeds the upstream detector, the final queue service

time is just equal to the computed queue service time.

An easy way to determine whether or not the FBQ reaches the upstream detector is

to compare the FBQ and the maximum storage of vehicles (MSV) between the upstream

detector and stopline. A vehicle is assumed to occupy 25 ft, so MSV is equal to the distance

between the upstream detector and the stopline divided by 25. The length ofthe FBQ may

be estimated fi-om the average vehicle arrivals diuing the red and initial interval using the

following formula:

FBQ = q, * (R + II) (6-3)

The computation for QST may be summarized as follows:

QST = Min. (CQST, B) if FBQ < MSV (6-4)

QST = CQST if FBQ > MSV (6-5)
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Fxample Problem

With the above refinements, the model is able to predict the phase times ofprotected

movements for volume-density operation. A sini^le scenario with a two-phase volume-

density operation was examined as a basic evaluation. Each approach has just one lane and

carries the same through traffic. The traffic volume is varied fi-om 100 to 800 vph per

approach to examine the sensitivity ofthe proposed method. The minimum and maximum

green times are 6 and 60 seconds, respectively. The maximum mitial is 16 seconds. The

minimum allowable gap setting is set to 2 seconds. The detector is 30 feet in length. Each

vehicle actuation during the red phase can add 2 seconds to the minimum green time. Three

specific values of detector setbacks were used to represent short, medium and long values,

respectively. The estimated phase times from the model were compared with those from

NETSIM simulation runs.

The results for 0-ft, 150-ft and 300-ft detector setbacks are shown in Figures 6-1, 6-2

and 6-3, re^ectively. Both the proposed analytical model and the NETSIM simulation model

show a credible sensitivity to the detector setback. As the detector setback increases, the

predicted phase tunes from both model computation and NETSIM simulation decrease

because the probabihty of accumulated queue beyond the detector decreases when the

detector setback increases.

Generally peaking, the phase times estimated from the model are close to those from

NETSIM simulation. Therefore, within the hmits ofthis simple exanq)le, it appears that the

proposed analytical model is able to provide reasonable estunates ofphase times for volimie-

density operation.
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Figure 6-3. Phase time comparison for volume-density operation with a zero detector

setback.
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r:-
, Figure 6-4. Phase time comparison for volume-density operation with a 150-ft detector

setback.
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Figure 6-5. Phase time comparison for volume-density operation with a 300-ft detector

setback.

Refinement ofthe Analytical Model to Incorporate "Free Queue" Parameter

The fi-ee queue parameter indicates the nximber of left-turning vehicles that may be

stored in a shared lane waiting for gaps in the opposing traffic without blocking the passage

ofthe following vehicles. Therefore, both the left turn equivalence, El,, and the shared lane

saturation flow rate are affected by the fi^ee queue parameter. The current HCM procedure

assumes that the first waiting left turn will block all of the following vehicles in the shared

lane. This produces pessimistic results in some cases.

At this point, only the SIDRA model considers the fi-ee queue expUcitly which adopted

the use of an average saturation flow to count for the effect of fi-ee queue. Because of its

importance to traffic-actuated control, it is essential that the proposed analytical model
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recognizes this phenomenon. The analytical basis ofthe model for free queue is described in

this dissertation. A set of ciuves is developed to illustrate the effect of free queue on the

estimated phase times as a fiinction of the approach volume. Because NETSESl does not

recognize the free queue expUcitly, it was not possible to test this model by simulation.

Cninpiitation ofNew Through-car Equivalents

Left-turning vehicles will select gaps through the opposmg flow after the opposing

queue clears. During this unsaturated period, the HCM Chapter 9 assigns En through-car

equivalents for each left-turning vehicle. Normally, the permitted saturation flow rate of a

shared lane can be computed based on the assigned value of El, and the proportion of left

turns, Pl, in the shared lane. However, if a free queue exists, the block effect of left-turning

vehicles may be reduced. Therefore, the value of El, needs to be modified to accoimt for the

effect ofthe free queues. The permitted satiu-ation flow rate may become large because of

reduced block effect.

The new E^ for a left-turning vehicle on a shared lane with free queues can be

conqjuted based on 1) the value ofElj for each combination ofvehicles affected by the left-

turning vehicle during its maneuver time; and 2) the probability of each combination. The

proposed theory and method for computing the new Eli are described below.

ffold Eli is equal to n, the original maneuver time required for the left-turning vehicle

is equal to the maneuver time required for n through vehicles. That means this left-turning

vehicle may block (n-1) following vehicles which can be left turns or through vehicles

inchiding right turns. Thus, these (n-1) vehicles following the left-turning vehicle need to be

considered if a free queue exists because they are affected by the left-turning vehicle.
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If no free queue exists, the individual E^, for any vehicle combination is always the

same because during the original maneuver time of the left-timiing vehicle, only this left-

turning vehicle can departure. The following (n- 1) vehicles have no chance to leave due to

the block by the left-turning vehicle. Therefore, the through-car equivalents for this left-

turning vehicle is still equal to n.

Ifa free queue exists, the individual Eli for a vehicle combination will be different if

the combination of the following (n-1) vehicles is different. For example, assimiing there

exists one free queue, if the following (n-1) vehicles are all left turns, the new left turn

equivalence for this combination is still equal to n because only this left-timiing vehicle can

departure diuing its original maneuver time. However, ifthe following (n-1) vehicles are all

through vehicles, the new left turn equivalence for this combination is equal to one because

all n vehicle can departure during the original maneuver time ofthe left-turning vehicle. No

block effect occurs. Due to the existence of one free queue, this left-turning vehicle is

equivalent to one through vehicle. Hence, the new value of Eli °^y be computed as an

weight average ofthe individual Eli based on its probability ofvehicle combination.

The proportion of left turns in a shared lane, Pl, is a very important factor for the

conq)utation ofthe probabihty for each combination ofthe following (n- 1 ) vehicles. Because

the following vehicles are belong to either left timi category (L) or through category (T),

there are a total of 2^""'^ combinations. For each combination, the individual left turn

equivalence and its probabihty can be computed. By taking the weight average ofindividual

Eli, the new value of Eli for the left-turning vehicle can be obtained. A simple example for

[;^ the computation of new left turn equivalence is illustrated below.

m
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Example: The through-car eqxiivalents of a left-turning vehicle. En = 3; and

The proportion of left turns in a shared lane, Pl = 0.2

The computation ofthe new through-car equivalents is as follows:

Total combinations = 2 ^"'^ = 2 ^^'^ = 4

The probability of a left-txmiing vehicle in a shared lane = 0.2

The probabihty of a through vehicle in a shared lane = 1 - 0.2 = 0.8

Combination: 12 2 4

Left turn: L L L L

Following vehicles: L L T T

L T L T

Probabihty: 0.04 0.16 0.16 0.6^

Individual El,: 3 3 2 1

Therefore,

New Eli = (004 x 3) + (0. 16x3) + (0. 16x2) + (0.64 x 1) - 1.56

The range of original (old) El, vales presented in the HCM Chapter 9 is from 1.05 to

16.0 for permitted left turns in a shared lane and the range for Pl is from to 1.0. The

reasonable maximum value ofthe free queue considered in this study is 2.0 vehicles. Based

on the proposed method, the new En values for one and two free queues are shown in the

^r^ Tables 6-1 and 6-2, re^ectively. Ifthe old El, value, Pl value or the number offree queues
c;

':,'"

I^|x ,
is not a specified value in the tables, the new El, can be estimated by interpolation.

h
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Through-car equivalents, En, for permitted left turns m a shared lane

with one free queue.

Old

El.

The Proportion ofLeft Turns in the Shared Lane, Pl

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05

2 1.05 1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50 1.60 1.70 1.80 1.90 2.00

3 1.05 1.29 1.56 1.81 2.04 2.25 2.44 2.61 2.76 2.89 3.00

4 1.05 1.56 2.05 2.47 2.82 3.13 3.38 3.58 3.75 3.89 4.00

5 1.05 1.90 2.64 3.23 3.69 4.06 4.35 4.57 4.75 4.89 5,00

6 1.05 2.31 3.31 4.06 4.62 5.03 5.34 5.57 5.75 5.89 6.00

7 1.05 2.78 4.05 4.94 5.57 6.02 6.34 6.57 6.75 6.89 7.00

8 1.05 3.30 4.84 5.86 6.54 7.01 7.33 7.57 7.75 7.89 8.00

' 1.05 3.87 5.67 6.80 7.53 8.80 8.33 8.57 8.75 8.89 9.00

10 1.05 4.49 6.54 7.76 8.52 9.00 9.33 9.57 9.75 9.89 10.00

11 1.05 5.14 7.43 8.73 9.51 10.00 10.33 10.57 10.75 10.89 11.00

12 1,05 5.82 8.34 9.71 10.51 11.00 11.33 11.57 11.75 11.89 12.00

•2 1.05 6.54 9.27 10.70 11.50 12.00 12.33 12.57 12.75 12.89 13.00

14 1.05 7.29 10.22 11.69 12.50 13.00 13.33 13.57 13.75 13.89 14.00

15 1.05 8.06 11.18 12.68 13.50 14.00 14.33 14.57 14.75 14.89 15.00

16 1.05 8.85 12.14 13.68 14.50 15.00 15.33 15.57 15.75 15.89 16.00

an:'
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Table 6-2. Through-car equivalents, Eli, for permitted left timis m a shared lane with

two free queue.

Old The Proportion of Left Turns in the Shared Lane, Pl

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1

1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05 1.05

2 1.05 1.1 1.2 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0

3 1.05 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8 3.0

4 1.05 1.3 1.6 1.9 2.2 2.5 2.8 3.1 3.4 3.7 4.0

5 1.05 1.4 1.8 2.2 2.6 3.0 3.4 3.8 4.2 4.6 5.0

6 1.05 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0

7 1.05 1.6 2.2 2.8 3.4 4.0 4.6 5.2 5.8 6.4 7.0

8 1.05 1.7 2.4 3.1 3.8 4.5 5.2 5.9 6.6 7.3 8.0

9 1.05 1.8 2.6 3.4 4.2 5.0 5.8 6.6 7.4 8.2 9.0

,0 1.05 1.9 2.8 3.7 4.6 5.5 6.4 7.3 8.2 9.1 10.0

11 1.05 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0 11.0

12 1.05 2.1 3.2 4.3 5.4 6.5 7.6 8.7 9.8 10.9 12.0

13 1.05 2.2 3.4 4.6 5.8 7.0 8.2 9.4 10.6 11.8 13.0

14 1.05 2.3 3.6 4.9 6.2 7.5 8.8 10.1 11.4 12.7 14.0

15 1.05 2.4 3.8 5.2 6.6 8.0 9.4 10.8 12.2 13.6 15.0

. 1.05 2.5 4.0 5.5 7.0 8.5 10.0 11.5 13.0 14.5 16.0

r-i-.
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When the value ofnew through-car equivalents, Emnew), for a shared lane permitted

left turn is known, the new permitted saturation flow, s^^^,^^ of a shared lane can be con:q)uted

as follows:

s

P(new) , p .p . (6-6)
1 + ^L (^Ll (new) " 1)

\^^e^e

s = protected saturated flow rate (veh/sec); and

Pl = the proportion of left turns in the shared lane.

Kstimation ofFree Green,
gf, with Free Queue Parameter

The free green, g^ originally described in the HCM needs to be modified when the free

queue parameter is considered. When the green is initiated, the opposing queue begins to

move. While the opposing queue is being served, left tiuns from the subject shared lane are

effectively blocked. The portion of effective green blocked by the clearance of an opposing

queue is referred as g,, in the HCM. Until the first left-turning vehicle arrives, however, the

through vehicles on the shared lane are unaffected by left turners. The portion of effective

green before the arrival ofthe first left-turning vehicle is referred to as free green, g^ in the

HCM. Basically, free green represents the time during which the through vehicles in the

shared lane are not affected by a left turner v^en the green initiates.

Generally, signal timing models assume that the first permitted left turn at the stopUne

will block a diared lane. This is not always the case, as the through vehicles in the shared lane

are often able to "squeeze" aroimd one or more left tiuns or left-turning vehicles wait near
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the intersection center. A reasonable value of free queues is between zero and two. The

proper number of free queues can be observed from field. A left-turning vehicle in the free

queue will not block the following vehicle in the shared lane, so the free green will increase.

The proposed method to estimate the new free green with the existence of free queue is

describe as follows.

Based on the number of opposing lanes, n„pp, and the relationship between g, and g^

the permitted saturation flow rate, Sp, can be determined as follows:

s_ =
p 1 + p /^c _ n "- "opp

1 + P, (El, - 1)

if n„pp = 1 and g > gf
•.- (6-7a)

%
1 + R (E, ,,

- 1)
others (6-7b)

. : i

.

/ 'k'> .
---

where

•s

V*--

I

s = protected saturated flow rate;

Pl = proportion of left turns in the shared lane;

EmnevNO ^ Ji®w through-car equivalents for each left-turning vehicle during the

imsaturated green period; and
'

El2 = through-car equivalents for each left-turning vehicle during the period of

(gq- g^ w^ien gq is greater than gf and the number ofthe opposing lane n^pp

is equal to one.

Assume the average maneuver time (waiting tune) for a LT vehicle in the free queue

to leave is x seconds. This waiting time can be derived as follows:
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1 (1-Pl)
^ p— = + P, X

Therefore,

s - s„ + S P.

^ = '—-^-^
(6-8)

s s„ P, ^ '
P L

The key to estimate the new gf for permitted left turns in a shared lane with free

queues is to estimate the time vAxea a left turn arrival will block fiirther flow in a shared lane.

In order to estimate new gj^ the probabihty of blocking effect needs to be computed first

vMch is the probability ofat least one left turn arrival before one free queue space in the free

queue location is available. If one free queue space in the free queue location is always

available before one left turn arrives, no blocking eflFect wdll happen.

For the convenience of computation, "t" is defined as the average time allowed for a

left-turning vehicle to go into the free queue location without blocking the fiirther traffic flow.

For example, the number offree queues available in a free queue location is two (n=2). The

left-turning vehicle in the free queue location takes 8 seconds to leave (i.e. x = 8 seconds)

on average. Then, t will be equal to 4 seconds (= x/n = 8/2). Assume the number of free

queues is n (0<n<2). t can be expressed as

t = x/n if n> 1

t = X if < n < 1

^» Note that when n is less than one, the number of free queues wdll be assumed to be

one first. Later, the free green will be modified based on the real number of free queues
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according to its probability. This process will avoid a very large t when n is very small.

During t seconds, the probability of left turn arrivals is P. According to the bunched arrival

distribution, the probabiUty P can be conq}uted as the product of bunched cumulative

distribution and the probabiUty of left turn arrivals in a shared lane:

P = [ 1 - (p e
-^('

"
^)

] Pl (^"^)

where

A = minimum arrival (intra-bunch) headway (seconds);

(p = proportion of free (unbimched) vehicles; and

X = a parameter calcidated as

'Si

1-Aq
subject to q < 0.98/A

where

q = total equivalent through arrival flow (vehicles/second) for all

lane groups that actuated the phase imder consideration.

During the maneuver time ofx seconds for the left-turning vehicle, the probability of

block effect due to left txmi arrivals is assumed F. F can be computed by the following

equations. Note that, at this stage the number of free queues, n, is still treated as one if it is

less than one.

F = P if n > 1
i (6-lOa)

F = P if 0<n<l f . (6-lOb)
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The new free green, gg, can be computed as follows:

8f(new) =
gf(oid) ^

j;
jfn^l (6-lla)

gf(ncw) = gf(old)-n^ ifO<n<l (6-llb)

In Equation 6-1 lb, the extended time of free green (x/p') is multiphed by n to accoimt its

occurrence probability of one free queue because it is assumed one in the previous

computation. If free queues exist, the phase times of traffic-actuated operation may be

influenced. The degree of difference between the phase times with and without free queues

for a shared lane is mainly dependent on the combined effects of free green and through-car

equivalents of a left-turning vehicle. The effect of the free queue parameter is especially

unportant for a single shared lane. ; -

The phase time analysis for free queue parameter is best illustrated with a simple

example. Consider a trivial intersection with four single-lane approaches. All approaches

are configured identically and carry the same traffic volume. In each approach, the portions

ofleft turns, through and right turns are 0.2, 0.7 and 0. 1, respectively. This is a simple two-

phase fiilly-actuated operation. The minimum phase time for each approach is 1 5 seconds and

the maximum phase time is 84 seconds. Detectors are 30 feet long and placed at the stopUne.

The allowable gap is 3 seconds. In each phase, the intergreen time is 4 seconds, and the lost

time of 3 seconds is assumed. ;'

Each approach volume varies from 100 to 800 vph, while the range of free queue is

set from to 2. Based on the proposed method, the phase time prediction for different free

queues is shown in Figure 6-6. In this figure, the x axis represents the approach volume, the
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y axis shows the number of free queues, and the vertical axis is the predicted phase from the

proposed analytical model The effects offree queues may be easily observed from this three

dimensional surface diagram %^

Figure 6-6. Phase time prediction for single shared lane with free queues.

In this example, left turns only occupy 20 percent of the total approach volume.

When approach volvune is low, the headway between vehicles is large, and a left turn

maneuver is relatively easy to make. Therefore, the block effect caused by left turns is very

small. Theoretically, there will be nearly no difference of predicted phase times between

different free queues. This phenomenon can be shown in Figure 6-6 when approach volume
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is below 400 vph. The left turn maneuver will become more and more diflBcult when the

approach volume becomes heavier, because the number of acceptable gaps for left turns

during the unsaturated portion ofthe opposing queue decreases. In other words, Eli become

large with the increase ofthe approach volume. } -, >

For the same number offree queues, the phase times will increase with the approach

vohmie due to the increasing block effect by left turns in the shared lane. On the other hand,

ifthe number ofthe free queues increases and the approach volume is fixed, the block effect

is reduced because left-turning vehicles are able to wait in the free queue before turning left.

The larger the free queue, the smaller the blocking effect.

These two phenomena can be clearly shown in Figure 6-6 when the volume is

between 400 vph and 720 vph and the vahie offree queues is between to 1.2. It is clear that

the phase times will be mainly dependent on the combined effects of approach volume and

free queues. In Figure 6-6, it is also easy to observe that the effect of free queue is reduced

wiien the approach volume becomes very large. In this example, wiien volume exceeds 720

vph and the free queue exceeds 1.2, the phase times are always equal to the maximum phase

time (84 seconds in this case). This indicates that the effect ofthe free queue is too small to

prevent the phase time from reaching its maximum.

Incorporation ofthe Analytical Model into the HCM Chapter 9 Procedure

The HCM Chapter 9 Appendix II method is used to estimate the phase times for

traffic-actuated operation. In the previous evaluation, the Appendix II method showed its

limit to accurately predict the traffic-actuated phase times. The evaluation results indicated

that the analytical model developed in this study can provide a much better prediction on
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traflSc-actuated signal timing than the Appendix 11 method. Thus, the analytical model may

be used to replace the Appendix n model in the HCM Chapter 9 procedure.

The major difference in capacity conq)utation between pretimed and actuated ,

controlled intersections Ues in the use ofthe effective green/cycle length (g/C) ratio. Unlike

pretimed signals, the lane group g/C ratio for actuated operation does not stay constant but

fluctuates from cycle to cycle. For actuated control, once the average g/C ratio ofthe lane •

'

group is known, the lane group capacity can be conqjuted, as the product ofthe adjusted lane

group saturation flow rate and its g/C ratio. Based on this basic method described in the

HCM Chapter 9 for capacity computation, the analytical model can compute the average lane

group g/C ratio and its capacity, which is Usted in the output of the ACT3-48 program.

The traditional delay formulation used by vutually all analytical models is based on

two con5)onents representing uniform delay and incremental delay respectively. The sum of

the two components produces the computed delay per vehicle. Since the QAPs must be

developed in detail by the proposed analytical model to determine the phase times, the value

of the uniform delay term (i.e., the area contained within the QAP) may be computed by a

simple extension to the existing model.

The detailed development ofthe QAP for any possible phase sequence and vehicle

movement was presented earUer in this dissertation. The areas contained within the QAPs

may be calculated readily from their geometry as an extension ofthe procedure now used in

the supplemental worksheet for delay computation with compound left turn protection

presented in the 1994 HCM update. The uniform delays can be determined using only those

variables (vohmies, saturation flow and signal timing) that are used by the existing HCM

J . n'-
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Chapter 9 methodology. The uniform delay formulas developed in this study for each

possible phase sequence associated with vehicle movement are shown in the Appendix. The

ACT3-48 program is able to provide the uniform delay computation for each lane group. It

can also provide lane group vohraie/capacity (v/c) ratios wiiich may be very useful for the lane

group incremental delay computation.

In sunmiary, the phase times predicted from the analytical model can be used as an

input to the HCM Chapter 9 procedure to estimate the capacity and delay of each lane group

for traffic-actuated operation. The proposed analytical model has adopted the HCM

approach as closely as possible in the treatment oftraffic and the computation of capacity and

delay. In addition, the worksheets developed in this study also provide a standard structure

for presenting the results of computations in a common form that is compatible with the

prescribed techniques. Therefore, the analytical model can be properly incorporated into the

HCM Chapter 9 procedure to estimate capacity and delay. From the delay estimates, the level

of service for each lane group and for the whole mtersection can be determined -



CHAPTER?
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This dissertation has presented a comprehensive methodology and demonstrated a

practical analytical procedure for the prediction of traffic-actuated signal timing for both

isolated and coordinated modes. A con:q)uter program called ACT3-48 has been developed

as a tool to inclement the proposed analytical model and procedure. In comparison with the

primitive technique presented in Appendix II to the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM)

Chapter 9, the proposed analytical model has demonstrated its capability to provide a better

estunate of actuated phase times than the HCM Chapter 9 Appendix n method. In

con5)arison with simulation results and field data, the model has been shown to be a powerfiil

tool to predict the traffic-actuated signal timing. The conclusions and recommendations

addressed in this chapter are offered as a result ofthis study.

Conclusions

Three major conclusions of the research and their supporting considerations are

presented below. .
';,

First, the proposed model can unprove the analytical treatment of traffic-actuated

control in the HCM Chapter 9 on signal timing prediction and the proposed methodology can

be incorporated into the corresponding HCM procedure. This conclusion is supported by the

following considerations:

146
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1. This study considers the effects of actuated controller parameters and detector

configurations. The proposed analytical model is sensitive to common variations

in the actuated controller parameters and detector configurations.

2. The proposed analytical model considers all required inputs fiar actuated

operation and predicts the traffic-actuated signal timing with strong theoretical

basis. It can eliminate the major problems of the invahd assumption and the

simphstic natiu-e ofthe Appendix 11 technique io HCM Chapter 9.

3. The proposed analytical model has adopted the HCM approach as closely as ' '

possible. A set of worksheets has been developed to provide a structure for

understanding the proposed technique and con:q)utational procedure. The ACT3-

48 program developed in this study can also produce capacity and delay output;

thus, it is appropriate to be incorporated into the HCM Chapter 9 procedure for

traffic-actuated signal timing prediction.
'

Second, the proposed model can deal with possible phase sequences given a specified

set oftraffic volumes, actuated controller parameters, intersection configuration and detector

placements. The following considerations support this conclusion:

1. The proposed analytical model considers all possible phase sequences.

2. For each specified phase sequence, the model developed in this study is

fimctionaUy capable ofproviding reasonable estimates of operating characteristics

such as average phase times and cycle length imder normal range of traffic

volumes, practical design of actuated controller parameters, intersection

configuration and detector placements.

fe?^
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Third, the proposed analytical model can accurately and quickly predict the signal

timing for traffic-actuated operation. The proposed model is analytically sound and the

computational framework is robust. The following considerations support this conclusion:

1. The development of the traffic-actuated signal timing prediction model, in this

study, is based on fimctionally and practically sound theories and concepts. The

main theories and concepts include actuated operation logic, dual-ring operation

logic, queue accumulation polygon concept (queuing theory), vehicle arrival

headway distribution, circular dependency relationship and sequential process.

2. In the comparison ofphase times and cycle length, between the analytical model

and NETSIM simulation for fiilly-actuated operation based on a wide variety of

conditions, the results show the proposed model and NETSIM simulation

compare very favorably. These are confirmed by very high R square values.

3. In the limited comparison ofphase times between the analytical model and actual

field data for fiilly-actuated operation, the analytical model is able to achieve

substantially the same results as field data.
, ., 4

4. This study proposes a procedure, vMch implements the analytical model for fiilly-

actuated operation, to predict the phase times for coordinated semi-actuated

operation. The results show that the procedure is capable ofprovidmg credible

estimates ofphase times for coordinated operation of a traffic-actuated controller.

The phase times predicted based on the proposed procedure are very close to

NETSIM estimates.
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5. Most signal timing can be predicted by the ACT3-48 program in less than 10

seconds.

With regard to the refinements ofthe analytical model for the basic volimie-density

operation and for the mcorporation ofthe fi-ee queue parameter, it is concluded that sHght

modification ofthe analytical model for fiilly-actuated operation can be used to predict the

phase times and their corresponding cycle length for basic volume-density operation and for

fi-ee queue scenarios.

* .• • < .

Recommendations < i

The recommendations fi-om the research described in this dissertation are divided mto

two parts. The first part addresses fiuther in^rovement ofthe current analytical model and

fiuther investigation on the source of disparity between the proposed model and NETSIM.

The second part suggests areas for fiirther research.

Recommended Model Tmproyements

The proposed analytical model adopts the bunched exponential headway distribution

to predict the vehicle extension time afl;er an accumulated queue has been served. The

bunched exponential headway distribution depends heavily on the traffic flow rate, but it is

independent oflink length. From the theoretical view and sunulation observation, hnk length

is a variable required to be considered in the bunched exponential headway distribution.

Further study may focus on the examination of the unpact of hnk length to the bimched

exponential headway distribution and the proposed analytical model.

The length of a phase will depend heavily upon the probabihty of a gap extended in

the traffic flow after an accumulated queue has been served. A vehicular arrival distribution

V
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with a higher accumulated probability to actuate a detector to extend the allowable gap after

the queue clearance wiU, in general, produces a longer phase time. -

In the phase time comparison, it is found that, m general, hfETSDVI simulation

produces longer phase times for medium and heavy volumes and shorter phase times for low

vohimes. The diflFerence in arrival headway distributions between the NETSIM and bunched

arrival models at the detector were foimd to be an import:ant source of disparity of phase

times between NETSIM and the proposed analytical model. They are also the easiest to

ejqplain. They are not, however, the only diflFerence between the two techniques. There are

some stochastic aspects of the operation that may not lend them well to deterministic

approximations. There is also a significant divergence in the manner in which NETSIM and

the analytical model treat traffic complexities such as permitted left turns fi-om shared lanes.

It is anticipated that additional enhancements to NETSIM will appear in the near

fixture. The new version ofNETSIM should allow users to specify an arrival distribution.

Further investigation should be conducted to compare phase time prediction between the

proposed analytical model and any subsequent versions ofNETSIM. '*'

Recommended Future Research ; -

Level of service ofan intersection is directly related to its total delay value. The total

delay formulation adopted by virtually all analytical models is equal to the summation of

uniform delay and incremental delay. Based on the signal timing predicted by the analytical

model developed in this study, the uniform delay for traffic-actuated operation can be

estimated more accurately. Further research should focus on the development of the

incremental delay formulation for traffic-actuated operation.

t-:
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The phase time prediction model developed in this study covers basic volimie-density

operation. Further research may also expand the proposed analytical model to cover more

complex volume-density operation and adaptive control strategies.

^^'
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APPENDIX
UNIFORM DELAY FORMULAS

An analytical model describing the operation of a traflBc-actuated signal has been

developed in this study. The scope ofthis model is Umited to the estimation ofphase times,

cycle lengths and vohune/capacity ratios. Delay estimates are also required to assess the level

of service (LOS) for each movement. Fortunately, the computational structure ofthe model

lends itselfvery well to the estimation of delay.

The traditional delay formulation used by virtually all analytical models is based on

two con^onents, or terms, which are added together to produce the total delay per vehicle:

1

.

The uniform delay term, w^iich determines the delay that would apply if all vehicles

arrived in a coaq)letely uniform manner. This term is conqiuted as the area under

the queue accumulation polygon (QAP). '

2. The incremental delay term, which adds a correction &ctor to compensate for

randomness in the arrival patterns and the occasional oversaturation. ' **"

Since the QAPs must be developed in detail by the proposed analytical model to

determine the phase times, the value ofthe uniform delay term (i.e., the area contained within

the QAP) may be computed by a simple extension to the existing model. The detailed

development ofthe uniform delay equations for confuting the QAP areas of possible phasing

ahematives is presented in this appendix.
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There are ten distinctive shapes that may be taken by the QAP, each of which is

associated with a specific phasing ahemative. Each case is developed as a separate figure in

this appendix. Each figure shows the shape of the QAP and presents the derivation of an

equation that determines the uniform delay by computing the area ofthe associated polygon.

Note that the minimum value of each accumulated queue for each case is zero. A summary

of the phasing alternatives in Figures A-1 through A- 10 is presented in Table A-1. The

derivations are presented in a format similar to the format used in the supplemental worksheet

now contained in HCM Chapter 9 for delay computations with conq)ound left turn protection.
•

In all cases, the delay may be determined using only those variables (volumes, saturation flow

rates and signal tuning) that are used by the existing Chapter 9 methodology. *

Table A-1. Summary ofphasing alternatives for the computation ofuniform delay.

Figure

A-1

A-2

A-3

Description ofPhasing Alternative

Smgle protected phase

Permitted left turns fi^om an exclusive lane (n > 1)

Permitted left turns fi-om an exclusive lane (n = 1)

A-4 Permitted left turns fi"om a shared lane (g >
gj)

A-5

A-6

Permitted left turns fi-om a shared lane (gf < g )

Compound left turn protection: HCM Chapter 9 Case 1

A-7

A-8

A-9

A-10

Compoimd left turn protection: HCM Chapter 9 Case 2

Compound left turn protection: HCM Chapter 9 Case 3

Compound left turn protection: HCM Chapter 9 Case 4

Compound left turn protection: HCM Chapter 9 Case 5

m^
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Qr = r qa

Q, = Qr

Q = Q / =
^p ^p

Time (seconds)

,.'.i iwn*".

Qp=Qp = o

05 [ r Q^ ^ Q/ / (s - qj ]

for isolated operation

di
=

0.5 [ r Q^ . Q/ / (s - qj ] (1 - P) f for coordinated

QaC 1 - (g / C) phases 2 & 6 only

Figure A- 1 . Uniform delay for single protected phase.
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Figure A-2. Uniform delay for permitted left turns from an exclusive lane (n > 1)
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f Figure A-3. Uniform delay for permitted left turns from an exclusive lane (n„ = 1)
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Figure A-4. Uniform delay for permitted left turns from a shared lane (g^ > gj).
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Figure A-7. Uniform delay for compound left tum protection (Case 2).
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Figure A-8. Uniform delay for compound left turn protection (Case 3).
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